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chance at all to practise their profession in the villages. So they remain

in the urban centers and return only to visit their families from time to

time. Their children thus become city dwellers as well.

Another important reason why people migrate, is the need for

personal freedom. Family life and community life in the village is very

constricting. More and more young people are exposed to western ways.

They hear stories from their friends who leave and go to the city. In the

village there are many family obligations and social restrictions. The

neighbours are constantly watching each other and gossiping among

themselves. There is no chance of anonymity. As well, everyone’s

position, in the community and the family, is clearly defined. The

family has, for example, strong expectations of oldest sons or

marriageable daughters. Many feel closed in or suffocated by the

obligations, duties, and pressures to conform. And so they leave.

As well as money and the need for freedom, the search for

excitement is equally important as a motive for leaving the village. The

village may be clean and peaceful and quiet, most of the time, but there

is little social activity outside the family. Life can get pretty boring and

the big city lights may appear glamorous and exciting. The city offers

much contact with people from different regions and even countries.
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return 1 (v) - ro  come or go back (n&w19J7)

lxx:-->

1. He returned home to get the book he had forgotten.

2. She will return in an hour.

seek : (v)  - to try to find; go in search of; to try to get (hw,  ~7)

t3x:--->

1. Many people leave their villages to seek their fortunes in the

city.

2. The police were seeking a stolen car.

slow : (aclj.) - t 0ac in 7, moving, OJ- happening with little speed; not fast

o r  yuick  (fmn-mh,  rnssn~~~7Ha~~o6~~~~~~~~~  7,  +hk!or%a)

lzx:-->

1. In the country, the pace of life is slow and easy.

2. She was slow to answer the teacher’s question.

spend : (v) - to pass time (%&?ah)

Eu:--,

1. We spent the weekend in the country.

2. We like to spend the holidays at home.

steady : (ad;.) - not changing ; regular (lair&hu66~a9, 6&hwi32~~  ww%)

Ex:-->

1. This drugstore has many steady customers.
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nervousness. Remember that you, in turn, are interviewing your future

employer. You should act like you know what you are doing in your life

and why you have come to apply for the job. Don’t look vague or

blank, as if you aren’t sure why you are there. Now is not the time to

start questioning yourself or your life. You should appear interested and

energetic but not be over enthusiastic. Acting shy and indecising won’t

be helpful, but too much enthusiasm could come across as aggression.

Showing calm and natural confidence is ideal. Confidence is necessary

for initiative and efficiency at work.

Remember that you and the employer are just two different people.

He is most likely looking for someone and something specific. If you

don’t get the job, it doesn’t necessarily reflect on your abilities. But

presenting on image of yourself that you think he might like is not a

good idea. Just be yourself and be honest. Of course you should be

interested and open. But if you really are capable of filling the position

and have something to offer, you don’t have to put on a mask. If a

product is good, it will speak for itself. Over-selling is only necessary to

convince someone of something that cannot be clearly seen. It is useful if

you have letters of reference, or copies and examples of your work. But

don’t concoct stories and lie to get a job, because the truth will always

be found out after some time, anyway. And honesty is a valuable quality

most employers look for.
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/ Composition WritiKCan  Be Fairly Easy /

Composition writing may appear to be a very difficult and esoteric

undertaking to the person who doesn’t see himself as a Shakespeare or a

professional writer, but really, it is not. That is only one way of looking

at it. From another angle it can be seen as easy because it is something

very familiar to us; there are countless topics and ideas from which to

choose and it is written by following a basic structure.

Writing compositions is really something we do all  the time. Next

time you are on a bus, close your eyes and watch, in the space of five

minutes, how many subjects pass through your mind. Especially those

people who live in big cities where the mental stimulation and interaction

with other people is very intense. Perhaps some of those are future

dreams. Others may be past reflections. But most of these thoughts

coming and going are like theatre and dramas, with us as the central

characters. Some of those mental plays are extremely involved and

exciting, and often more exciting than our real lives. Or maybe an

argument you had with someone replays over you over in your mind

while you mentally oversent  your argument again. “I should have said

this. I shouldn’t have said that.” “Next time 1’11 say this, and do that.”

Or notice that there is a constant evaluation process going on. Entering

that comes into view we tend to evaluate, or give our opinions on, in our
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1. With some effort, patience, and perseverance, anyone could

construct a good composition.

2. Make an effort to get there on time.

episode : (n) - one park of a series of events in a story or real life (waw,

tin, an)

Ex.-->

1. I watched the third episode of that television series.

2. The episode of the rescue was the most exciting part of the

book.

especially : (adv.) - more than usually; particularly (~wI~~wx-P??~N&‘~)

Ex.-->

1. Kathy came over especially to see my new dress.

2. Be especially careful not to slip on the icy sidewalk.

evaluate : (v) - find out; deci e td he amount or value of

(d5kGwi7,  dmn)

evaluation : (nn)

Ex.-->

That test is used to evaluate how well students are doing in the

reading program.

exciting : (adj.) - causing excitement; thrilling (tixhdu)

Ex.-->
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2. I am familiar with that story.

follow : (v) - to act according to; obey (~ww)

Ex.-->

1. Follow the instructions on the package.

2. There are countless topics and ideas from which to choose and

it is written by following a basic structure.

form : (n) - shape; outward or visible appearance @JUULI,  ~E~wN,  C%WW)

Ex..-->

1. Perhaps was a Greek sea-god who could appear in the form of

any creature he wished.

2. Writing a composition is simply transferring all this down on

paper in a solid and organized form.

format : (n) - arrangement; procedure; style (@ILEIU,  nsxraurx$)

Ex.-->

The actual development of the idea is fairly easy, because a

structure or format is applied.

idea .’  (n) - a thought, belief, or opinion formed in the mind (KJWI%J)

Ex.-->

1. The author had an idea for a new novel.

2. John has some very good ideas for the party decorations.
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infinite : (adj.) - without limits or an end (k.ia”,q~)

Ex.-->

1. There are an almost infinite number of topics in this world and

beyond this world.

2. Outer space seems to be infinite.

intense : (adj.) - very great or strong; having or showing strong or true

feeling (6&.&4,  b649nG)

Ex.-->

1. The worried woman had an intense look on her face as she

waited for news of her sick child.

2. He is an intense worker.

interact : (v) - atit  on each other; interaction : (n)  - (~I$E1~6n”nau)

Ex.-->

Especially those people who live in big cities where the mental

stimulation and interaction with other people is very intense.

introduction : (n) - the act of introduction or the stale  of being

introduced; something that introduces (d166tdu”ti7)

Ex.-->

1. We shook hands after our introduction.

2. The book has a short introduction written by the author.
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involve : (v) - to have as a necessary part; include (GzJ~J)

EX-->

1. His job as a salesman involves a great deal of traveling.

2. The war involved a great increase in the national debt.

jot : (v) - to make a short and quick note of something (onb&&  7)

Ex.-->

1. The policeman jotted down my name and address.

2. The owner of the store jotted down the license number of the

robber’s car as it sped away.

knowledge : (n) - what is known from understanding, experience, or

study (W2JZJf)

Ex.-->

1. Pam has enough knowledge of football to be able to follow a

game on television.

2. Ted has very little knowledge of Latin.

mental : (adj.) - done by or having to do with the wind (&~~%suas)

Ex.-->

1. Learning to speak is one stage of a child’s mental

development.

2. He had great mental ability.









Directions: Write a complete analysis argumentative composition from

this given topic. “Go Take a Walk”

It is more practical and logical to do

i
your own outline either the jotted or the

\
sentence before starting to write your

unified composition.

Your composition must consist

of not less than three
support paragraphs.
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The Sentence Outline

I Go Take a Walk
..__ _---.-- __._  --. ..-  ~.

I: Thesis :

Walking is good for one’s health, allows one to see interesting sights and

meet people and it’s inexpensive.

II. Walking is good for one’s health.

A. It is an excellent and easy form of exercise

B. It allows one to breathe fresh air

III. Walking allows one to see the sights.

A. One can have a better feeling for an environment than on a freeway,

bus or subway

B. One can notice more details

C. One can meet interesting people

IV. Walking is inexpensive.

A. All it costs is time

B. It takes less money and worry than driving during rush-hour or

fighting for space in a crowded bus or subway

V. Conclusion

Try walking next time, and get to know your neighbourhood
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Go Take a Walk

Most people are in too much of a hurry to enjoy walking. They

don’t think they have the time or energy to walk. However, walking is

one of the best ways to get around; it is good for one’s health, it allows

one to see the sights and meet people, and it’s inexpensive as well.

Walking is an excellent and easy form of exercise. One can

exercise most major muscles in the body by walking. And a steady pace

can help regulate one’s heartbeat and breathing too. Walking also allows

one to breathe fresh air, which may be a welcome change from a sealed

off air-conditioned office, a smog-filled freeway, or an underground

subway station.

In addition, walking allows me to see interesting sights and meet

interesting people. On a freeway, bus or subway, one is closed off to

the outside environment, and may even be traveling way above or below

the neighbourhoods one whizzes by. In a private car there is even an

urge to close all the windows. Turn on the radio, and ignore the local

scenes. But one can get a better feel for a local neighborhood by

walking. Sights, sounds and smells are all much clearer, and details of

such things as structures, then space areas and people come into focus

for one who walks. And if one is not in a hurry, it may be interesting to

stop and chat with a shopkeeper, school child or friendly neighbour.
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It cannot be argued that walking is also inexpensive. All it costs

is time. Indeed, it costs less in money and mental anguish than driving

during rush-hour or fighting for space in a crowded bus or subway. And

the time it takes to walk is well worth slowing down for.

So next time you’re fighting traf%  on a freeway or trying to find

breathing space on a bus, think about taking a walk and getting to

know your neighborhood.
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VOCABULARY REVIEW & SENTENCES CONSTRUCTION

allow: (v) - to let (oyqm%$  8au%<  diae%G)

Ex.-->

1. Our teacher allows us to have a break for a while.

2. Because Jane qualified she was allowed to inhabit the vacant

apartment.

anguish : (n) - severe suffering (ww6hlao,  na?udati5’7a)

Ex. -->

1. The news of bankrupt caused John an anguish.

2. She became such a mental anguish after she knew that Mark

said good bye to her.

as well : - also (Iduf&,  +aplfi%)

Ex. -->

1. She will roam to Hong Kong and Japan as well.

2. Before going to work, please leave me a note as well.
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breathe: (v) - take air into the  body and send it out (w?uh)

Ex.--.

1. She went to the beach to breathe fresh air.

2. It is circulation that we must breathe the air in and out

everyday.

chat: (v) - friendly talk about unimportant things (8~nu?a~%ilsf%6os,

qafk)

Ex.-->

Let’s chat abopt next fancy party, shall we?

energy: (n) - powers available for, capacity for (w%wm, hkw)

Ex.--.

1. We should save our energy for dancing tonight.

2. The wrestler must use much energy to win the opponent.

environment: (n) - surroundings (&m6”pl)

Ex.-->

1. The exhaust of the cars make the environment dirty.

2. His new house is between many industries so he doesn’t like

its environment.

get around: (v) - to travel (hh~m, timha)

Ex.--.

1. He gets around the whole town on an old bicycle.



2. How do you get around now that your car is being fixed?

good for: - have the necessary energy . . . . . .for;  (&+f%,  &l5&~A?1w~t~)

Ex.-->

It’s good for your mental health to think about good things.

heartbeat: (n) - the movement of the heart’s regular motion

(n?ss~uaas~~%e)

Ex.-->

1. I always go to have an annual check about my heartbeats at

the hospital.

2. Jogging in the morning helps heartbeat work steadily.

ignore: (v) - take no notice of (RZVJ,  7&n%,)

Ex.-->

1. Unless you ignored the traffic rule, the accident would not

happen.

2. The parents feel lonely because their sons ignore them.

mental: (adj.) - of or in the mind (&an’pr~~.~as,  ~r&ar?‘u%~,%o)

Ex.-->

1. Mental health problems are handled very differently here.

2. Mental patient is a person suffering from a diseased mind.

muscle: (n) - elastic substance in a body that can be tightened or

loosened to produce movement (n&u&)
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Ex.-->

1. He used balm to massage his painful muscle because of too

much exercise.

2. One cause of feeble muscle and body is being undernourished.

neighbourbood: (n) - area near the place (a~am.%4d,  &E$N  7 )

Ex.--.

1. Our parents take us to the country and the neighbourbood.

2. Living in the neighbourhood of the temples, Jane can give

food to the monk every morning.

pace: (n, v) - rate of walking, running (fia, 6&d, %fi)

Ex.--.

A strong horse can keep its steady pace in racing track.

regulate: (v) - control by means of a system (awsz:sihu,  fhnu~~)

Ex.-->

The authorities regulate all the works in the city.

rush -hour: - the time that everyone is traveling to or from work (6ad

5YmnlunuuR?kaao~@)

Ex.-->

1. The traffic always jams in the rush-hour.

2. We should hurry to leave from the house in the early morning

to avoid the rush-hour.
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scene.. (n) - view (~7w@els~6wPl)

Ex.--.

1. The scene of a famous battle still reminds me all the time of

my marriage.

2. Boats in the harbour making a pretty scene.

sight: (n) - something seen or to be seen (n?w, nx&,  3%&)

Ex.-->

1. After falling from the horse back, Nickson  lose his sight.

2. She likes to see all the sights along the beach.

slow down: (v, adj.) - not quick; at less than the usual speed (MN,  &,

!&I89  “1)

Ex.-->

Slow down when you drive around this sharp curve.

smog: (n) - smoky frog (titian)

Ex.--.

1. I hardly see the way because of the smog.

2. Whenever to see the smog in the sky, we always assume that

there was a house on fire.

subway: (n)  - underground electric railway in a town (w~~~~~~~&%)

Ex.-->

1. If we’re in rush-hour, we should travel by subway.
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wherever you are or whatever the situation, things are always wrong or

simply not good enough. Don’t ever be satisfied or content with your

lot. Always be sure to criticize everything, and everyone about you, and

dwell on the bad aspects of everybody’s personality. Talk about the

things that turn you off in your job or your life in general. You can

also develop it volcanic personality. By this is meant that you not only

get angry easily, but also you often completely blow up, like a volcano.

Being physically aggressive will also aid your unpopularity. Get into

rights with strangers, or even friends, and develop a reputation foi

having this tendency. Confront everyone with your negative point of

view, and sow seeds of discontent among co-workers, friends, and

family. Talk about people behind their backs. Constantly asserting

yourself and pushing your opinions on those about you, while refusing to

see or listen to another’s point of view, can bring an absence of friends.

Being hasty and sarcastic all the time will be of great help also. If you

train yourself in the above ways, you can be sure that others will avoid

you like they would avoid a rabid tiger.

A third way not to be popular is to be inconsiderate. It’s not

hard to be inconsiderate. It takes very little effort: simply, think only of

yourself all the time. When there’s a line-up for a bus, push to be the

first. If you see a vacant seat, race with an old lady to get it. Don’t ever

offer anything to anyone, or even share what you have. Interrupt people

to talk about yourself and your problems, not considering that their
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discussion might have been important at all. Smoke in crowded places

because you like smoking. Make noise late at night while others are

trying to sleep, and get angry when they finally complain. See you

fellow men simply as serving or blocking your potential gains, and feel

justified in using others only for what you want. This attitude can be

expanded to also include the emotional realm. Be rude, or simply

insensitive to others feelings or act as if they don’t have any or that

others don’t really count at all. Look at others which are a challenge for

your desire to succeed. Aim to conquer and win someone’s trust and

affection in order to gratify your ego, which enjoys a challenge. Don’t

allow the idea of human kindness to ever even enter your mind. And

don’t ever pass up a chance to fulfill your own desires at someone else’s

expense. If you keep all of the above in mind, you are sure to end up

with no friends.

‘Becoming unpopular is not a difficult task. It is actually very

easy; unfortunately, too easy. Just remember that if you are boring,

negative, and inconsiderate, you will probably find that after some time

your friends have greatly diminished, and after even more time has

passed, you have no friends at all. With only a little effort, you are

bound to be successful in your goal.
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VOCABULARY REVIEW & SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION

How to Become Unpopular

ability : (n) - the power or skill to do something (na~a”7a~~~n)

Ex.-->

1. Man is the only animal that has the ability to speak.

2. Jim has great ability as a singer.

absence : (n) - a being away; a lack; being without (]~‘a$ a?w$Ii),  WFJILI,

a?&/,  Zoi#G)

Ex.-->

1. In the teacher’s absence, a substitute teacher look over the

class.

2. Absence of rain caused the plants to die.

absurd : (adj.) - silly (&8a?)

- foolish (1mYgg1u1)

- so unreasonable as to be laughable (bMaa2wad7~~~4i-lu?~)

Ex.-->

1. Your story is too absurd to believe.

2. It is absurd to believe that the moon is made of green cheese.
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assert : (v) - to insist in; claim (d&I4 $9, %&$j

Ex:-->

1. Every citizen must assert his rights.

2. My little brother asserted his independence by demanding that

he be allowed to walk to school by himself.

attitude : (n) - a way of thinking, acting or feeling (pil;, n%G~wq

twn75,  mn1%%,  vkml)

Ex.--.

1. Tom’s attitude towards school is more enthusiastic than mine.

2. He took a sympathetic attitude toward my problems.

avoid : (v) - to keep away from  (vauwh),  v&w;, w%u%jiPJS)

Ex.--.

1. He avoids me because he owes me money.

2. We took a back road to avoid the heavy traffic on the

highway.

become : (v) - come to be (nax&, ~16~~)

Ex.--.

1. The seeds will become flowers in the summer.

2. Tadpoles become frogs.

behavior : (n) - a way of acting (wqm”nssa/)

Ex.--.
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2. All the celebrities of the London theatre, all the famous actors

and actresses performing in London.

challenge : (n) - a call to take part in a contest or fight; something that

calls for work, effort (KIW&~‘MW)

Ex.-->

1. He thought of his new job as a challenge.

2. Our football team has accepted their team’s challenge.

complain : (v) - to say that something is wrong; find fault; to make an

accusation or charge (n~~j,,6w~%u~~3’sw~~~~~~~~~~~)

Ex.-->

1. My father comp/ains  that his train is never on time.

2. We complained to the police about our noisy neighbors.

completely : (adv.) - wholly; thoroughly; perfectly (3x%, EW~T$  &ui$

Ex.--.

1. Anne was completely exhausted after skiing all day.

2. Jim was being completely honest when he told the teacher that

he had not tripped Pam on purpose.

confront : (v) - to meet or face; bring face to face with; be or come

face to face with (6e.&yf7)

Ex.-->

1. The prisoner was confronted with his accusers.
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2. When confronted with the evidence of his guilt, he confessed

at once.

consider .’ (v)- to think carefully before deciding (697x10,  &I%&,

3”&l&)

Ex.-->

1. Tom’s older sister will consider going to college.

2. Please consider my suggestion.

constant : (acfj.)  - not changing (nG$

Ex.-->

1. The nice weather has been constant all week.

2. The boy’s constant talking made the teacher angry.

content : (adj.)- happy and satisfied (&~DI~D,  wa%e)

Ex.--.

1. Bill and Jane are not content to stay home and play games on

rainy days.

2. Arc you content with your present salary?

contribute : (v) - to give (tim~da,  wG?~ap)

Ex.-->

1. The townspeople contributed food and clothing to the family

whose house had burned down.

2. The children contributed ideas for the school picnic.
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conquer : (v) - to defeat; to overcome (%m,  Z&Gql(payv)

Ex.-->

1. The army conquered the small country.

2. He tried to conquer the habit of biting his nails.

con versa tion : (n) - a friendly and informal talk (nx-RuWq  dm6~)

Ex.-->

1. Joan and Sara had a long conversation about their summer

vacations.

2. No conversation while I’m playing the piano, please.

cost  : (n) - an amount of money paid or charged for something; price
(57w7, yad7)

Ex.--.

1. The cost of that book is five dollars.

2. The cost of the hat was high.

criticize : (v) - to find fault with something; to say what is good or bad

about something @md%mrn~  EiGiw~)

Ex.-->

1. Peggy criticized her brother’s table manners.

2. His job on television is to criticise  new movies.
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crowd : (n) - a large number of people gathered together ($%pd,  n@m.f)

Ex.-->

1. There was a crowd of people waiting to get into the theatre.

2. He pushed his way through the crowd.

current : (n) - course or movement (of events, opinions, thoughts,

etc.) (&q&,  p/5~~7%,  afl~n734  n37un’si+~ikq~w7k76~GG)

Ex.-->

1. Nothing disturbs the peaceful current of her life.

2. The government used the radio to influence the current of

thought.

daughter : (n) - a female child (pm)

Ex.-->

1. She is the older daughter.

2. Mary is a girl, she is the daughter of her mother and father.

describe : (v) - say what is like; to give a picture of something in

words; tell or write about (WXWUJ,  IJXYIU)

Ex.-->

1. Can you describe the man you saw at the window?

2. Please describe what you saw.

desire : (II)  - thing that is wished for (wawdnxm~,  ~%wn,  drj,-md)

Ex.-->



1. The cold and hungry men had a desire for a bowl of hot soup.

2. I hope you will get all your heart’s desires, all you wish for.

detail : (n) - a nnall, particular facf  or item (5wa&w),  ~~~ddnios)

Ex.--.

1. The newspaper gave few details about the accident.

2. Please give me all the details.

develop : (v) - (cause to) grow Iarser;  build; slowly make or create

(&ml, 7mu. fhmG)

Ex.-->

1. Mary developed her love for music by listening to it every

day.

2. He developed his muscles by exercising.

diffkult  : (n) - not easy; requiring effort, skill or ability (mn,  dnr?n)

Ex.-->

1. The sound is difficult to pronounce.

2. He finds it diffkult to stop smoking.

,.-

diminish : (v) - become less (h%ao&wa~)

Ex.-->

1. A war that seriously diminished the country’s wealth.
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2. Just remember that if your are boring, negative, and

inconsiderate, you will probably find that after some time your

friends have greatly diminished.

discontent : (n) - a feeling of not being satisfied; dissatisfaction

(mluhiwo%~)

discontented : (adj.) - &iwa%~~)

Ex.-->

1. Bob feels discontented with his new job.

2. Ann started looking for a new job because she was

discontented with the one she had.

discourage : (v) - to cause to lose courage or confidence; try to keep a

person from doing something (ti~%~%‘au$  6~19)

Ex.-->

1. His father’s criticism discouraged the boy.

2. Don’t let one failure discourage you.

discussion : (n) - ht e act of talking something over; talk for the purpose

of discussing (examine and argue about a subject).

(fl7TBUvlU7,  b&anl,  -i&des)

Ex.-->

1. We had a long discussion about the question.

2. When will the matter come up for discussion?
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dull : (adj.) - slow in understanding; uninteresting; boring; not exciting

(ah, ixl, Zaim%a,  tilLi%)

Ex.-->

1. The movie was so dull that Jim left before it was over.

2. A person would have to be very dull not to understand that

joke.

dwell on : (v) - think, speak or write at length about; think hard about

(&I, a1af17~1,  r%s&a’mnn”saa~,ubn’u~d)

Ex.-->

1. She always dwells on the bad aspects of everybody’s

personality.

2. The boys dwell on the subject of football a long time.

easily : (adv.) - without trying hard (D~N%I~~u)

Ex:-->

1. I can touch my toes easily.

2. You can easily become unpopular if you are boring, negative,

and inconsiderate.

easy : (adj.) - not hard to do; without worry (478)

Ex.--.

1. The math problems were easy.

2. The easy work is done quickly.
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effort : (n) - hard work; a hard try (~w.I~Jw~‘,  FI~WW~WUJ)

Ex.-->

1. Please make an effort to arrive early.

2. Does it require a great effort of will to give up smoking?

ego : (n) - all of one’s own thoughts and feelings; one’s own self;

admiration for oneself (6hNh6o~,  K!~s.&I,  ~malf~f1aasn’a6os)

Ex.-->

1. The ego is the inner part of a person that makes him or her

different from other people.

2. That famous actor is known for his ego.

emotional : (ad;.) - having to do with the emotions or feelings a person

has (DWJ$~

Ex.-->

1. Emotional problems kept him from doing as good a job as he

usually did.

2. My aunt is an emotional person who always cries during sad

movies.

endless : (adj. ) - having no limit or end; going on forever; without

ends (aEi7~&6q~,  ~.$%oEI)

endlessly : (adv.)

Ex.-->

1. There were endless miles of desert as far as the eve could see.
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2. Our teacher has endless patience and never loses her temper.

enjoy : (v) - ro get joy or pleasure from; be happy with (~&%wa~wa%~

8-m,  z%alalq7l)

Ex .-->

1. The whole family enjoys going to the beach.

2. I’ve enjoyed talking to you about old times.

essay : (n) - a short written composition on a subject (L%W~BJ,  %LYM?J)

Ex.-->

1. Sally wrote an essay about the need for world peace.

2. The students write essays about the importance of education.

excellent : (adj.) - very, very good (&i&)

Ex.--.

1. She is an excellent student.

2. Another excellent way to become unpopular is to be constantly

negative.

exist : (v) - to have life; live; fo be (~%%,a~,  SW@)

Ex.-->

1. Man cannot exist for long without water.

2. We cannot exist without food and water.
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expand : (v) - make or become larger or spread out (ue.i,  uejn%, ae?u)

Ex.--.

1. A tire expands when you pump air into it.

2. His face expanded to a smile of welcome.

expense : (II) - money spent to buy or do something; cost; a cause or

reason for spending money (vi~il%&iw)

Ex.--.

I. My father cannot afford the expense of a new car.

2. Building the swimming pool was a big expense.

felt : (v) - to have or cause the sense of being something ($%I)

Ex.--.

1. He felt happy when he thought of his new bicycle.

2. You will feel better after a night’s sleep.

few : (adj.) - not many (+uK~pd~~au,  RaxWnfd)

Ex.-->

1. Few people came to the meeting.

2. A few friends came early.

finally : (adv.) - at the end; at last (p,wiu, ~u~$FI)

Ex.-->

1. We finally finished our homework.
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2. Make noise late at night while others are trying to sleep, and

get angry when they fir~a//y  explain.

follow : (v) - to act according to; obey (P~@‘L%Jw)

Ex.-->

1. Follow the instruction on the package.

2. He followed his father’s advice.

fulfill : (v) - to carry out or finish; to meet or satisfy (fl,sGWKWfls:84

E/55@

Ex.-->

1. Jack was not hired for the job because he did not fulfill  all the

requirements.

2. Jim quickly fulfilled his chores for the day and went home

early.

gain : (n) - something gained &%J, G%~uz)

Ex.--> The football player made a gain of ten yards.

goal : (n) - something that a person wants and tries to get or become;

aim; purpose (pflwu7u,  wi=Gnz%w,

Ex.--.

1. Jim’s goal in life is to become a doctor.

2. My goal in life is to be a good teacher.
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gratify : (v) - give pleasure or satisfaction to; give what is desired To

(fia%~6”bn”*~,a?uiNsJ%9)

Ex.--.

1. We were all gratified with the result.

2. Sally was gratified when her teacher praised her report.

great : (adj.) - more than is usual; much (d%wi, &i-a8@,  a%)

Ex.-->

1. We’ll never forget her great kindness to us when our mother

was ill.

2. He is a great friend of mine.

guarantee : (n) - a promise 10  make good if something or someone does

not bring satisfactory; a promise that something will

satisfy in a certain way. (%v3%drels:n”n)

Ex.-->  /

1. The jeweler gave us a guarantee on the watch.

2. This guarantee lets me return the radio within ten days if it

does not perform well.

hope : (II) - a strong wish and belief that a thing will happen;

something that is wished for (KJXJM%)

Ex:-->

1. His hope is that he will be elected captain of the team.
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2. Allen is full of hope that he will go to college.

idea : (n) - thought; picture in the mind; plan; purpose; opinion

(m1sJ&)

EX.-->

1. This book gives me a good idea of life in ancient Greece.

2. That man is full of new ideas.

important : (adj,)  - having great value and meaning; of great influence;

having a great effect (&?ii)

Ex,-->

1. A proper diet is important to good health.

2. Grain is an important crop in the United States.

incessant : (adj.) - often repeated; continual (&yt,nPiou,  F&au 7)

incessantly: (adv.)

Ex.-->

1. The incessant barking of the dog kept him awake.

2. Mary talks incessantly about herself and her personal problems.

include : (v) - bring in; as part of the whole; contain (wJ&)

EL-->

1. This Atlas contains fifty maps, including six of North America.

2. Your duties will include putting the children to bed.
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inCOnsiderate  : (adj.) - (of a person, his action) thoughtless; lacking in

regard for the feelings of others (‘dRjdx%%,  ki

~975N?~9Wa781~~n~~9WU~~)

Ex.--.

1. You can easily become unpopular if you are inconsiderate.

2. Jimmy is inconsiderate child.

inchviduaf  : (n) - a single person or thing (&J~PwI~,  rgdw?z-ynfla)

Ex.-->

1. He is a strange individual.

2. Actually, a few individuals might exist who don’t want

popularity.

i&hence  : (n) - the power of a person or thing to produce an effect on

others; a person or thing that has the power to produce

an effect on others (ZJUXV%“~~S, %&~a)

Ex.-->

1. Use your influence to persuade your brother to study harder.

2. Her friends were a good influence on her.

insensitive : (adj.) - not sensitive (to touch, light, not easily affected by

the. feelings of other people) (&~nanQ%)

Ex.-->

1. The insensitive boy does not become upset if he is criticized.

2. An insensitive nerve in a tooth cannot cause great pain.
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interrupt : (v) - break the continuity of; break in upon (a person’s

action, speech, etc.) (&&wE)

Ex:-->

1. Traffic was interrupted by floods.

2. Don’t interrupt me while I’m busy.

introduce : (v) - to bring into use, knowledge, or notice (Austin)

Ex. -->

1. The teacher introduced his young pupils to the intricacies of

geometry.

2. His boss introduce new ideas into a business.

job : (n) - work; employment; a duty (9~)

Ex.--.

1. A mother has many different jobs to do every day.

2. His job pays him enough money to buy food and clothes.

join : (v) - come into the company of; associate with (L&&, w’u)

Ex.--.

1. I will join you in a few minutes.

2. Will you join us in a walk, come with us?

joy : (n) - deep pleasure; great gladness; something that gives joy;

occasion of great happiness (na~qa,  ~a~~ynau~u,  R)~w&L%).
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Ex.-->

1. I wish you joy.

2. He has been a good friend to me both in joy and in sorrow.

justify : (v) - show that (a person, statement, act, etc.) is right,

reasonable or proper; be a good reason for (%&wywa,  668~

PlW%p~)

Ex.-->

1. The Prime Minister justified the action of the Government.

2. Your wish to go for a walk does not justify your leaving the

baby along in the house.

keep in mind : (idiom) - not to forget, remember (G7k?j

Ex.-->

1. Please keep in mind that you promised to call your patient at

two o’clock.

2. “You should bear in mind that he is not as strong as he used

to be.”

“O.K., I’ll  keep in mind.”

kindness : (n) - kind nature; being kind; perform a kind act (desire to

help others or be good ro them) (W~ULWW,  nTa767)

Ex.-->

1. He has shown me many kindnesses.

2. He did it all out of kindness, not in the hope of reward.
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learn : (v) - gain  knowledge of or skill in, by study, practice or bring

taugl1t  (&lug  6%46)

. ̂ -_ EX--.

1. Has he learnt his lessons?

2. Some boys learn slowly.

listen : (v) - try to hear; pay attention (I%)

Ex.--.

.̂ .

1. The boys heard their father’s voice but were not listening to

what he was saying.

2. Please listen carefully for the telephone while I’m upstairs.

Jot : (n) - the whole number or quantity; a great amount of number

(aJlflUlU)

Ex.--.

1. She spends a lot of money on clothes.

2. There were such a lot of people in the shops.

mean : (v) - a sign oc  be likely to result in; refer to (wammmd~)

Ex.--.

1. A dictionary tries to tell you what words mean.

2. This new frontier incident probably means was that there will

be war.
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monologue : (nn)  - a long  speech by one person in a conversation (rnsv~

Pn.Gkn)

Ex.-->

Boring people always make monologues in their conversation.

monotonous : (adj.) - not interesting because it does not change in any

way without variety; unchanging (6&~0%q  ‘~JJ??

6ihWg~6d~9ti;)

Ex.-->

1. His monotonous voice never changes in tone.

2. His job was monotonous because he did the same thing over

and over.

mundane 1 (adj.) - worldly; earthy (a?i~~n”ub~~~y~~7  n”~~asaqt&)

Ex.-->

When a man is near death he’loses interest in mundane affairs.

nasty: (adj.) - coming from hate or spite (~xM~~)

- disagreeable (~ai~~%&,“au)

- unpleasant ( 2ha%9)

- harmful or severe (lJ71”)6&,  i%hxil~~~o~ws659)

Ex.-->

1. That nasty rumor about my friend is not true.

2. Sandy took a nasty fall when he was skiing last weekend.
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ASSIGNMENT 6

Diiections: Write a complete analysis argumentative composition from

this given topic. “International Marriage in Thai Society”

It is more practical an

your own outline either

sentence before starting to write your

unified composition.

Your composition must consist of not

less than three support paragraphs.
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International Marriage in Thai Society

As we have discussed earlier, western man have come to

appreciate the traditional virtue of Asian women including Thais. John

Lennon  began the trend by marrying Yoko, a Japanese artist. Later,

both Chinese and Japanese women were popular and finally, Thai

women had a chance. Simultaneously, perhaps, Asian woman realized

both that they were popular and that western men had a better character

than their Asian counterparts. The following reasons can be considered

as the causes for international marriage in Thai society. Due to

continually developing economics, Thai people still regard foreign

countries as more affluent. Marrying a foreigner can also  be a way to

leave home for a better future. Most importantly, many foreign

nationals have better habits than Thais.

Thai economics are still progressing and most of the population

are still in poverty; therefore, they consider that foreign countries

especially the United States are more aft7uent. Generally, the

misunderstanding developed from ignorance about finance. Poor people

rarely see more than a few baht at any one moment in their lives and

thereby consider that even one thousand baht is “wealthy”. Furthermore,

the wealthy person invests sums of money in order to get good

“returns.” One thousand baht invested in a small business venture could

yield or return as much as ten thousand or one hundred thousand if the
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venture is properly guided. This requires education in finance, which

poor and underprivileged persons lack. In the advanced country

nowadays, almost everyone has this opportunity.

Thais generally-but women specifically-desire to find a better life

and, believing that the other country may offer it to them; they may

consider marrying a foreigner in order to leave home. Thai men can

leave anytime because they are principle wage earners at home. They

seldom lack finance to go abroad. However, women earn less in Thai

society or may be hampered by traditional ideas such as “Women should

belong at home” or marriage is womens’  best security. They also know

that the tourist must go home finally and promise to love him, if he can

promise her happiness abroad. American men may do so, generally, if

they possess good qualifications such as high education and good

manners. Many have such qualities.

Although an occasional bad character may turn up, many foreign

nationals have better habits than Thais. Thai men are prone to

carousing, alcoholism and smoking cigarettes which are detrimental to

their health. Thai men are also stubborn and cling to these bad habits

despite such harm. Foreign nationals may do so sometimes, but are

more detached. Detachment, incidentally, is a Buddhist concept which

Thais oddly cannot practice despite admitting to worship Buddha. A

foreigner will stop visiting other women if it will save a good marriage.

He also will encourage his friends to do so. Furthermore, Alcoholics
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Anonymous and Anti-Smokers Societies started in the States by

thoughtful people who desire that their friends and neighbors live happier

lives.

Whatever the reasons for international marriage, many of these

matches do prove secure and happy and are still very popular. A young

lady who desires to be truly happy will consider that despite difference in

culture and ideas, as well as her parents’ or friends’ influence on the

matter. Every marriage can succeed, regardless of differences of any

kind if the couple believes in it. The successful cases of intermarriage

may be due to mutual acceptance and understanding; however, from

the local side of the question, economic consideration and a desire to

live a better life number among the many possible reasons for

intermarriage.
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VOCABULARY REVIEW & SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION

( Infernational  Marriage in Thai Society /

affluent: (adj.) - comfortably wealthy; well-off (aup: ah&)

Ex.-->

1. I desire to be affluent, not “loaded with money.”

2. Affluence implies having enough money to make ends meet

comfortably and the remainder to save or spend confidently.

alcoholic : (adj.) - drunk; intoxicated by liquor (G%‘LsaT)

alcoholism : drunkenness; intoxication (I~nfi?qs~?&~)

EX.--.

1. Buddha warned against alcoholism.

2. Despite this warning, many Asian men become alcoholic.

3. Alcoholics Anonymous helps hundreds of Americans to stop

drinking.

anonymous: (adj.) - no name; nameless (~XDU)

anonymity : (n)

Ex.-->

1. He wrote an anonymous, angry letter to his ex-boss.

2. Bombers often use anonymous phone calls to warn  police.
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Anti-smoker : (Antismoking) - people who disapprove of smoking

&7~~&7un75qP/qNi~

Ex.--.

1. Antismoking Societies help people quit smoking the same way

that Alcoholics Anonymous helps to quit drinking.

2. Each year, hundreds of sick smokers join Antismoking

Societies in order to breathe.

carouse : (v) - drink and be mercy with others (c&a~aa~~aa~  MM)

Ex.-->

1. Barring one bad habit, a man will exercise another -

e.g. He will carouse instead of drinking.

2. After a strong drink, usually cheap gin, some men carouse and

bring home disease.

despite : (prep) - in spite of (~6  7 w”,

Ex.--.

1. Despite differences of opinion, people can live together.

2. Despite what others say, I think he’s a very nice chap.

detach : (v) - to loosen hold; to release; let go of (&=+&a~)

detachment .’ (n)

Ex.-->

1. “Detachment” means realising the emptiness of things.
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intermarriage : (n) - marrying between culture, race and / or religion

(nl4aallsahs6~~~1~,  Filaul)

Ex.--.

1. Intermarriage in the West started with Henry III of England.

2. Intermarriage is a last resort for poor, underprivileged Asians.

3. Only solid understanding and patience can make cultural

intermarriage succeed.

mutual : (adj.) - between two persons shared eyually  (i&?hwi%,  hdu

wil 7 fik)

Ex.--.

1. Mutual understanding is necessary in marriage.

2. Whatever he felt for his boss, that feeling was always mutual.

3. A valid agreement should result in mutual benefit.

prone (to) : (adj.) - apt. to; have a habit of (d~?a)

Ex.-->

1. He is prone to have accidents.

2. Maneerat claimed to be prone to broken-hearted.

3. Thai men are prone to alcoholism.

simultaneous : (adj.) - do the same time (%u4aa16~83,an”n)

simultaneously: (adv.)

Ex.-->
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1. There is a law of physics that “the being in same place

simultaneously, of two objects, is impossible. ”

2. Nevertheless, Esthers two suitors arrived at her doorstep

simultaneously.

turn up : (idiom) - arrive suddenly; occur (&S,  timnp?~)

Ex.-->

1. While flirting with Naree, Thaweesaks’ rival turned up.

2. They turned up at Tunis, pulped and bewildered.

3. We never know what will turn up from day to day.

underprivileged persons : persons of poor and educated background or

persons who have fewer rights than the

majority (f$wa8,ban?a)

Ex.-->

1. The underprivileged class is mixed poor, from both urban and

rural background.

2. There are as many urban underprivileged persons as there are

rural underprivileged persons.
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Directions: Write a complete analysis argumentative composition from

L
this given topic. “Normal Universities vs Open

Universities ”

/.“.‘\\It is more practical and logica/  to do

your own outline either the jotted or the

sentence before starting to write your

< unified composition. -,,,,,)

Your composition must consist of not less

than three support paragraphs.
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Normal Universities vs Open Universities ~

Chance of being admitted to be a student in the normal university

in very limited and highly selected. Normal universities possess

advantages over the open universities which are important to both the

student and the environment. They promote successful graduation,

convenience in the environment and reduced financial burden to name a

few.

Normal universities promote successful graduation due to

required attendance. The student must attend every day, thus ensuring

that hc or she passes the course. The most direct may to pass an

examination is to attend classes and lectures frequently and take efficient

notes. This can only happen by regular attendance. Contrarily, open

universities require that either teachers or students attend on certain days

and the rest of the time is free. Many students do not regularly attend

their classes. Furthermore, the student attending an open university feels

no obligation to attend especially since a “sheet” or other supplement

may be available. In addition, enrollment is often higher in an open

university and many classes have approximately to 2,000 students.

Instructors may feel uncomfortable with so many students, and play

lament for personal interests.
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Since students must attend regularly, the environment is less

congested. Students attend courses regularly and, therefore, they do not

roam around outside the campus and spend money or add to the

congestion. There are fewer persons on the pavement, fewer vehicles and

less noise. Contrarily, open universities permit students to enter society

at large and the environment outside is more cluttered. There are more

vehicles and more noise, and moving is more restricted.

Finally, the requirement to graduate at normal term length (four

years) has several advantages as well. To begin, the student must

graduate in four years, compelling him or her to attend regularly and

take notes for the exams. Since the graduation must succeed in four

years, the student or a sponsor needs only to pay the tuition up to the last

year and extended debt burden is eliminated. Students of open

universities may need to continue for two or more years, and their

burden follows them until graduation.

Poor Thai students may enter open universities more easily than

normal universities but they face hazards in graduating, including

continued debt. Normal university students feel obligated to graduate in a

four years, to guarantee an opportunity to work. Their pressure, itself,

induces them to graduate. But open university students attend when or if
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they can. They often extend their terms to as long as eight years. When

they extend, they must pay tuition fee for new semesters and new

materials. Most poor students either study part-time or they get money

from their parents. The extended term can increase their debt in  thla  ‘way.

VOCABULARY REVlEW  & SENTENCE CON§TRUCTIOi’v
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Normal Universities vs Open Universities

admit.- - (v) - to allow lo enter; to accept (%pIL$J,  am%)

Ex.--.

1. The university admits over 1,000 students each year.

2. The United States admitted no more slaves after 1884.

3. The opposing team admitted defeat and disbanded.

approximate : (adj.) - estimate (d53~7m)

Ex.--.

1. The approximate cost of airfare to Bangkok is US$3,000.

2. The approximate extent of damage was several ten thousand

baht.

3. Open universities have classes of approximately 2,000

students each.

attend : (v) - to be part of; go to (&&au,  &+~BJ)

attendance : (n)

Ex.-->

1. Every year on March 20, they attend Rotary Club functions.

2. Students who attend normal universities have better skills.

3. After attending lectures and reading in the library, a student

should pass his exams.
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2. The ship appeared far away.

argument : (n) - a dispute; a discussion of a thing disagreed upon

(n75~~~us~~~6~~eJaald”Elayu)

ET&.--,

1. The children had an argument about whose turn it was to

wash the dishes. Mary said it was Ruth’s turn.

2. They spent hours in argument about where to go. ’

aspect : (n) - a way in which a thing may be viewed or considered

(~lh,  nlhm, lYtpT7)

Ex..-->

1. All aspects of the question must be examined.

2. The fierce aspect of the robbers frightened the children.

atmosphere: (v) - the general feeling of a place (ux~xt~/]

Exe.-->

1. There is an atmosphere of peace and calm in the country quite

different from the atmosphere of a big city.

2. The old house had an atmosphere of neglect.

authority : (n) - the right to control, command, or order (&7uxGGi~,

l$~d?Ul0)

Ex..-->

1. By what authority do you order me to do this?
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2. The country council has the authority to close all the schools

in case of bad weather.

aware : (adj.) - conscious; informed; understanding (YI~I,  &“)%G%)

EX..-->

1. He drove carefully, aware of the danger of the icy road.

2. John was so interested in his reading that he was not aware of

the time. (He did not realize what time it was.)

background : (n) - the parts of a scene or picture that are or seem to be

behind something else (@k&s)

Ex..-->

1. In order to understand the war, they are studying its

background.

2. He does not have the background for the job.

basic : (adj.) - of or forming a base; main (H&N&~xI)

EL-->

1. You must obey the basic rules.

2. Basic principles are very important for the beginner.

3. Love and patient concern are basic and essential aspects of

good, healthy life.

becoming : (adj.) - suitable (IMPJX’)

- atlractive (tix9,  90978J)



Ex..-->

1. That color is becoming to you.

2. Mary wears a very becoming hat. It is suitable for her.

behavior : (n) - act or manner of behaving oneself; conduct (w~8.1

dwvqm9,  t$K=falGG)

Ex..-->

1. His unkind behavior offended other people.

2. Mary’s behavior is excellent; she is so polite.

benefits : (n) - help; act of kindness (I&X$  ~i%~fls-b~~ati)

Ex..-->

1. The students had the benefit of a fine library.

2. The camp has the benefit of a lake near by.

block : (v) - make movement difficult or impossible (uLT%),  r%waN)

Ex..-->

1. All the roads were blocked by the heavy snowfall.

2. A tree fell across the road and blocked the traffic.

break : (v) - disobey, not keep (rules) (d%,  ~SXI)

Ex:.-->

1. The children do not mean to break the rules of the school.

2. Those who break the law will be punished.
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brutality : (n) - savageness; cruelty (KI?BJ~wI&~~,  WIBJ~~~N)

Ex..-->

Must hardened criminals come from backgrounds where there was

much exposure to brutality.

burden : (n) - difficulty, worry, or responsibility a person must endure

(6)7Wdd)

Ex..-->

1. Supporting his family was a great burden for him.

2. It is the duty of humanity to share burdens, not be added to

them.

circle : (n) - a closed curve that has all of its points at an equal

Ex..-->

distance from its center (asnau,  LW,  ~PWXW)

1. Every point on a circle is the same distance away from the

centre as any other point.

2. She has a wide circle of friends.

3. The best way to end a “viscous circle” is to realize one is

causing it and stop. This is very difficult to do.

communicate : (v) - make known; give information (leia,  PIDFJ,  666~)

Ex..-->

1. Radio, television, and newspapers quickly communicate news

to all parts of the world.

2. How is this disease communicate?
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compassion : (n) - sorrow for the suffering of others; pity; sympathy

(tcmqll7,  i=wq  ruon7)

Ex..-->

1. Her heart was filled with compassion for the motherless

children.

2. Buddha most memorable trait was his compassion forward

living things.

complex : (adj., n) - not simple; made up of parts; difficult to

Ex..-->

understand; a whole made up of parts (%&u,
d3~nou~u~3,"ausjauhs  9 ls=nua$u)

1. A complex system of government must be reorganized.

2. The engine of an airplane is very complex.

3. Some people tend to make the simple very complex, rather

than making the complex very simple.

concept : (n) - a notion; an idea (~~SO~U,  ~,a~n’s)

Ex..-->

1. The judge had a clear concept of justice.

2. My cousin is always late for everything because he has no

concept of what time it is.

3. Beauty is a relative concept to a given individual. No two

people have the same ideas of it.
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confidence : (n) - complete trust (wa7uZa”a79%o,  ~3~a?~%o)

- faith to oneself or others

Ex..-->

1. She has confidence in her daughter.

2. She has confidence in herself.

conform : (v) - to act or think in a way that agrees with a rule or a

standard (~“J~Ju,  mwamm)

Ex..-->

1. New students were told that they must conform to the rules of

the school.

2. A citizen is expected to conform to the laws of his country.

conscious : (adj.) - having power to know that one can think and feel

Ex..-->

1.

2.

3.

(ilad)

- awake ($“nGa)

- mentally active (hi%)

Man is a conscious animal.

The injured man was still conscious.

An intelligent person is always conscious of his mistakes.

creative : (adj.) - havmg or showing ability to make something new

(lfdb3~d5~Gw~ b$i~a7aG~),  afJG753i)
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Ex..-->

1. A poet must be creative.

2. Writing composition needs creative thinking.

criminal : (n) - a person who has committed a crime (oiapn, Gxau,

$%I)

Ex..-->

1. The criminal was sent to jail.

2. The criminal was sent to prison for stealing.

3. According to the Old Testament, Abel was the first criminal,

he killed his brother.

cycle : (n) - a period of time during which a series of events or actions

takes place in a certain order and which constantly repeats

itself (-Q$nns)

Ex..-->

1. The cycle of the seasons is the same every years.

2. Spring, summer, autumn, and winter are the cycle of the four

seasons of the year.

3. Birth and death make up the “viscous cycle” of incarnations.

(reincarnation)

defensive : (adj.) - used for, intended for; defending; protective

@da0oqCuA,  6~u6k0as~um”a,

Ex..-->
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1. Whether a big gun is an offensive or a defensive weapon is a

difficult question; it depends on whether you’re behind it or in

front of it.

2. Defensive warfare means protecting against attack.

describe : (v) - give an account oc  give a picture in words (WSS~W,

i=hm~, @V55~)

Ex..-->

1. Can you describe it to me?

2. He describes himself as a doctor.

desire : (n) - a want; the thing wanted (mw&mfl15)

Ex..-->

1. His greatest desire is to sleep.

2. He expressed a strong desire to go.

3. Desire to benefit others is called charity, whereas helping only

oneself is called selfish.

destined : (v) - be fated for (ti~m~bmzfzw?,  wsnar%%r, a~qtwu?u)

Ex..-->

1. He was destined to become a great president.

2. They were destined never to meet again.

determine : (v) - decide (&A%v)

Ex..-->
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extremely : (adv.) - very; at or fo  the extreme (a&&s,  qnd)

Ex..-->

1. It is extremely warm today.

2. He was extremely happy when he won the contest.

fallacy : (n) - a false or mistaken idea, opinion or belief; false reasoning

or argument (n&?“796~~asIflcPluGn&f,  &%oi%)

Ex..-->

1. A statement based on fallacy.

2. The  fallacy that money brings happiness.

3. It is a fallacy to think one can escape punishment either now or

in his next life.

familiar : (adj.) - ft h do en ear or seen; knowing something well

Ex:.-->

1.  I can’t remember the name of the song, but the tune is

familiar.

2. T am familiar with that story.

3. It took me over a year to make me familiar with American

custom.

fear : (v) - be afraid; feel anxious (MaTm)nga,  LRN)

(n) - a strong feeling caused by knowing that danger, pain, or

evil (wa7uan59fGa,  ~a7ti6flmrfu)
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Ex..-->

1. My brother fears the dark.

2. She feared that we would be late for the show if we didn’t

hurry.

3. The man felt great fear when he saw the escaped lion.

4. Fear for the future kept her awake.

5. Fear for the safety of her children often causes a mother to

overprotect them.

formation : (n) - forming or shaping; the process of forming or making

(fmiGl79,  mm)

Ex..-->

1. Clouds are formation of condensed water vapor.

2. The formation of ice from water requires a temperature of less

than thirty-two degrees.

gently : (adv.) - in a gentle (kindly) way (pnv,  huh)

Ex..-->

1. He petted the kitten gently.

2. The boys handled the kitten gently.

3. It is a feminine virtue to handle people and objects gently.

growth : (n) - the process of growing (to become bigger); increase

(Wml~afl~laJ,  ihnik)

Ex..-->
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harmful : (adj.) - causing harm; damaging (PENN&,  vhckwm~)

Ex..-->

1. A poor diet is harmful to your health.

2. Some snakes are harmful.

harsh : (adj.) - rough; unpleasant; cruel; severe; stern (~n~y159,  HFIW,
DI

6fFhZIfl51~:

Ex..-->

1. Her parents were very harsh.

2. The officer was harsh with his men; so, he treat him without

mercy.

human : (adj.) - of or like people or mankind (a+& ~i%&~nr:uasuyr~u’))

: (n) - mankind (n~~ibuy~+&)

Ex..-->

1. All men, women and children are human beings.

2. Talking is a human ability.

3. Humans are different from non-human beings because they

create their environment.

impair : (v) - weaken; damage (v!I~w?&I)

Ex..-->

1. Over-discipline impairs a child’s growth.

2. The heavy fog impaired the driver’s vision.
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individual : (n) - one person; one thing; for one only; personal (&w

h%J,  -hEl6W7~)

Ex..-->

1. Mary is a happy individual.

2. A bicycle is an individual mean of traveling; because it is, for

one person only.

3. Individual concerns are both fewer and less important than

public concerns.

inferior : (adj.) - lower in rank, importance; poor or poorer in quality

when compared to someone or something else

(dmil,  lfhsh)

Ex..-->

1. The rank of captain is inferior to the rank of major.

2. A child growing up under great competitiveness and pride will

later feel inferior to others.

inferiority : (n)  - one lower in rank or importance (ela&‘~~)

Ex..--,

A good superior uses the practical experience of his

inferiority.

insecure : (adj.) - no ca  e; not providing good support; feeling unsafe;t j f

without prorection;  lacking confidence  (&&N)

Ex.. -->  Foreign investors feel Thai economic situation is now insecure.
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insecurity : (n) - suffering caused by feerings of temporariness or

inadequacy (%&ns)

kindly : (adv.) - friendly; sympathetic; in a kind or pleasant

(oei79iau7uu,  oti@n.faa)

Ex..-->

1. The girl spoke kindly to the lost little boy.

2. She spoke kindly to the old man.

3. If we act kindly to others, they will be grateful to US  later.

kindness : (n) - nature; being kind; perform a kind act (nazqsu7)

Ex..-->

1. He has shown me many kindnesses.

2. Someone who has never known kindness or tenderness in his

early life, cannot express it later.

lose : (v) - spend time, opportunity; waste

- to discord or misplace; unable to find (;&h,  w’~%th.m,,

6&WU)

Ex..-->

1. I shall Jose no time in doing it, shall do it at once.

2. We will lose no time in getting to school.

3. Many readers not only lose themselves in a good book, but

they also later relate to the characters and the action.
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mental : (adj.) - of the mind; having to do with thinking (~u%o,  MN%~)

Ex..-->

1. He had great mental ability.

2. Learning to speak is one stage of a child’s mental

development.

3. Many supposedly physical problems result from mental

problems.

necessary : (adj.) - needed; required (GIL%)

Ex..-->

1. Sleep is necessary for good health.

2. Food is necessary to life.

3. Love and kindness are necessary to the well-balanced

individual.

nowadays : (adv. of time) - at the present time (i%$‘u, yna”ui$

Ex..-->

1. Most people travel by airplane nowadays, if they are going a

long distance.

2. Nowadays children prefer TV to reading.

3. “Nowadays, a good man is very hard to find,” her mother

began.

opposite : (adj.) - d’ffI erent; against; something that is as different as

possible from (GM&JJ,  c%.fk~~kiau)
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Ex..-->

1. Black and white are opposite.

2. Up is opposite to down.

3. Although good and evil are opposite extremes, they also

depend upon each other to exist.

overcome : (v) - to get the better ofi beat or conquer; to get over or

deal with (~&%~zfrsruc,  1&%&“)

Ex..-->

1. He tried to overcome the others in the race.

2. He finally overcome his fear of flying by learning all he

could about airplanes.

3. Evil tries to overcome Good, but instead is overcome by it.

own : (n) - something that belongs to one (s&e&%,  FW&I-J)

Ex..-->

1. The accidents was her own fault.

2. Even my own brother wouldn’t help me.

parent : (n) - a father or mother (nsouns’~~w’outi)

Ex..--,

1. Children are dependent upon their parents for food.

2. May I introduce you to my parents?

3.. Perseverance to parent to success or victory.
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patience : (n) - being able TO  put up with hardship, pain, trouble or

delay without getting angry or upset (Z%~W~WIU,  $PEOJ’~M~“)

Ex..-->

1. The crowd showed great patience as they waited in the rain to

buy tickets to the movie.

2. She endured the long delay with patience.

pattern : (n) - a model or plan to be copied in making something; a

design used to decorate; a set of actions or qualities that

is repeated or that does no change (MJU,  &?~‘aohs,  6~139)

Ex..-->

1. She bought a pattern for an evening dress.

2. The scientist studied the pattern of the monkey’s behavior.

perpetuate : (v) - cause to continue or be remembered (LZWEI,  maa61,

?hikhu)

Ex..-->

1. They erected a statue to perpetuate his memory.

2. Perpetuate the memory of a great statement by erecting a

statue of him.

personality : (n) - all of a person’s characteristics; habits; behavior; and

other qualities (I@%UWV,  ~n&G’mt~)

Ex..--,
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1. A person’s personality makes him or her different from

everybody else.

2. Ron is very easy to get along with because he has such a

friendly peisona/iity.

physical : (adj.) - having to do with rhe body; having to do with matter

and energy; having to do wirh thing that was seen in

nature (lwwi~7u,  Tbx~sssuaG)

Ex..-->

1. But strong discipline, especially physical punishment, is v&-y

harmful for a growing being.

2. Physics is a physica! science.

3. Physical needs should not overshadow emotional and

psychological ones.

prepare : (v) - to make or get ready (ms~G~,u,  lm%‘p19Jn75)

Ex.;-->

1 Bill prepared himself for the game by practicing.

2. We will prepare lunch.

3. By preparing in advance, a student will be able to pass his

exam.

produce : (v) - to bring forth; show; make; cause (RIRW~O,  &ijn’,

Ex..-->

1. She produced a letter to prove her statement.
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rear : (v) - be take care of and help to grow up; raise; aid in growing

(dk)

Ex..-->

1. When their parents died, an aunt reared the two boys.

2. My grandparents reared my father and his brother and sisters.

rebel : (n) - a person who fights against or will not obey authority

(fianmawa,  GGiu, %&if)

Ex..-->

1. The rebels attacked the king’s palace in an attempt to take

control of the government.

2. The rebels fought because they thought the government was

bad.

recognize : (v) - to show that you have seen or heard about a person or

thing before (G'k,  $%-I, d~Qn, mwmn~~~n)

Ex..-->

1. I hardly recognized that boy because he had grown so much

taller since I last saw him.

2. I recognized him as the same man I had seen yesterday.

p1 w
repeat : (v) - to say, do or make again (na’mh, &u&)

Ex..-->

1. The teacher repeated the question to the class.
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2. When he copied the letter over, he repeated the mistake he

had made the first time.

resentment : (n) -- a feeling of anger or bitterness (la.hv~~%,,  @&as)

Ex..-->

1. He felt resentment at being called a coward.

2. Walk away in reseritment.

result : (n) - something that happens or is caused by something else

(&ma,  hwa)

Ex..--,

1.  The bicycle accident was a result of carelessness.

2. He won the race as a result of his greater speed.

revenge : (n) - injury, harm, or punishment done; to pay back a wrong

(m1aJwmml,  t?7566&6nwu)

lxx..-->

1. The man swore to get revenge on those who had attacked him.

2. They burned their neighbor’s house in revenge.

secure : (adj.) - safe from harm or loss; safe from danger (elaom&,

&&=l)9)

Ex..-->

1. The jewels were secure in a safe.

2. The basement was a secure place to be during the wind storm.
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3. Many people willingly believe that a good marriage, properly

and money will offer them a secure and happy existence.

security : (n) - a feeling of safety; freedom from danger or harm;

protection (elao~%,  a-%dfl~5)

ETC.--,

1. They put a new lock on the door as security.

2. Money in the bank gave mother a feeling of security.

3. Family, wealth and possessions actually are less security than

we imagine.

severe : (adj.) - very strict; harsh; dangerous; serious; violent or sharp

(62h3w,  y.l6”9,  &m?fl)

E X..-->

1. That country has severe laws.

2. The severe storm blew down many trees.

3. Malaysia imposes severe punishment for drug trafficking.

socially : (adv.) (~E@~M-%)

society : (n) - human beings as a group; all people ; a particular group

of people; a club or other group of people who join

together of an interest they all share C&W,  W@U)

Ex..-->

1. Having enough food to go around will be one of society's

biggest problem in years to come.
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2. In his early years, this country had an agricultural society.

state : (n) - the condition of a person or thing ($atxI7,  d166nm)

Ex..-->

1. She was very upset after the accident was in no state to see

anyone.

2. He was in an angry state.

3. Some mental states we achieve in meditation are actually

illusions. .

statement : (n) - something stated (the condition of a people or thing)

(fl7566lkW, 66&j

Ex..-->

1. The police took the witness’ statement of what had happened

during the robbery.

2. Every month my parents get a statement from the bank telling

how much money they have in their checking account.

step : (v) - to move by taking a step or steps (6&d, fmnwb,  6&&hhl

2FlW&)

Ex..-->

1. The driver asked everyone to step to the rear of the bus.

2. She stepped aside.

stern : (adj.) - harsh or strict (tixnxg?o%J,  nawf’,  sn%~ns?m)

Ex..-->
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1. The judge’s face was stern as he spoke.

2. Mother was stern when she realized that we had lied to her.

3. Good parents are stern to discipline children, but never cruel

or unloving.

strength : (n) - the quality of being strong; power or force, energy (aJ”

f-b&,  ahJFN,  z%h.fli))

Ex..-->

1. The man had to build up his strength after his illness.

2. That honest girl has great strength of character.

strong : (adj.) - having much power, force or energy; full of strengfh

(ih%&, 66&6659,  62h66ih)

Ex..-->

1. The strong boy helped his father move the large table.

2. That country has a strong leader.

successful : (ad;.)

successfully : (adv.) - having success (a result that has been hoped for

(fWldl6%,,  037pli&J6&l~)

Ex..-->

1. The writer’s book was successful and sold many copies.

2. My aunt is a successful lawyer.

support : (v) - to show to be true; make more certain (31,  aCv8yw,

2h6diI)
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Ex.-->

1. Many hundred thousand people are still illiterate.

2. Illiteracy comes from two possible sources - 1. laziness and

3. inability to find a teacher.

3. There seem to be iJJiterate  people driving these days.

incredible: (acfj.) - amazing; unbelieving (asuki~&)

Ex.--.

1. The number of people living beyond their means is incredible.

2. People say and do incredible things.

3. What Man can accomplish when he attempts it seriously is

incredible.

indulge : (v) - to attach oneself to some thing often heedlessly (mu%?,

dl6%dl5lql)

indulgence : (n) - (~xwIu%~~uL~~)

Ex.-->

1. People who indulge in hard liquor lose their reason.

2. Indulging in a bad habits leads to ruin.

3. He indulged in liquor till he ruined his liver.

lure  : (n) - attraction (kg~b)

Jure : (v) - attract

Ex.-->

1. The scent of an exotic perfumes Jures  men to a woman’s side.
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The Jotted Outline

Teaching Machines Should Replace Teacher

1. Thesis Sentence

Teaching machines should replace teachers because they are more

objective, efficient, and versatile.

II. * Objective

- machines are detached and personally uninvolved; therefore objective

- information is transmitted in an unbiased and impersonal way

- machines don’t have favorites or personal prejudices

- they don’t know you and your family history

- it won’t have expectations of you

- they are advantageous for shy people, and for those who hide their

intelligence for social reasons

- students is free from a teacher’s moods, likes, and dislikes

- lesson quality won’t change with moods of teacher
,

- more objective also for the student

- he won’t choose to study or not study something because of the

teacher’s personality
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III. Efficient

- computers contain vast stores of knowledge

- machines have endurance, accuracy, and patience

- they are always available for use

- they can be stopped at any time and continued later from that point

- teaching would remain consistent

- they don’t make mistakes

- they can repeat information tirelessly

IV. Versa tile

- teacher’s lessons are geared to the group average

- machines are more adaptable to both slower and faster students

- teaching methods could be more varied and interesting with machines

- games, video and sound could be utilized

- presentations on different subjects could be more thoroughly researched

and prepared by experts

- a subject could be taught from many angles and approaches

- the student would be free to agree or disagree without personal cost

V. Conclusion

Machines are really more objective, ef’kient, and versatile than a human

being.
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[aching Machines Should Replace Teachers)

Many people might be shocked or appealed with the idea that

teaching machines should replace teachers. But think back to your own

experience with teachers. Maybe you attended high school or university

after an older brother or sister had already started. “Are you smart just

like your brother?” some might have asked, already expecting a certain

kind of behaviour. Or maybe there was one who had favorites and just

didn’t seem to like you, and never had extra time for you. Or whose

teaching ability depended on the mood he was in. Perhaps machines and

computers appear impersonal and sterile. But from the opposite angle, it

could be argued that teaching machines should replace teachers because

they are more objective, efficient, and versatile.

A machine is detached and personally uninvolved with the student

and therefore truly objective. It simply transmits information, in an

unbiased and impersonal way. It will not play favorites and won’t have

prejudices toward him. It doesn’t know his brothers and sisters and it

won’t have expectations of him he must fulfill. It won’t humiliate a

student who is shy or self-conscious and lacks confidence in front of. a

teacher or a group. And it could be a liberating device for those who,

for peer group reasons, feel they must suppress their intelligence, (for

example, traditionally, women in most countries shouldn’t show

themselves to the smarter than men.) Students would be exempt from

being at the mercy of a teacher’s moods, and likes and dislikes, and the

lesson quality would not depend on his emotional state. Thus, the



student’s position becomes more objective, also. He won’t study or drop

a subject because he likes or dislikes the teacher.

No human could possess the vast storehouse of knowledge and

information of a computer. And he could never compete with a

machine on the levels of endurance and accuracy. Surely a machine is

ultimately more efficient. It can repeat something endlessly without

losing patterns. It won’t get fed up or tired. It is available any time of

the day and can be simply stopped at will. And it can continue later

without forgetting where it stopped. The quality of the teaching would

remain consistent and not fluctuate as it would with the human element.

A machine wouldn’t make errors, and could repeat the same point over

and over tirelessly, patiently, and consistently.

A teacher’s pace usually has to adapt to the whole group. He

cannot order to the most intelligent or to the least, and therefore his

lessons are adapted to the group average, or norm. A machine is much

more versatile. It can replay endlessly for slower people or those who

have a particular problem with one point. A work accelerated student

could simply move on ahead at his own speed. Thus machines can be

adapted to each student. The teaching could be done in a variety of

interesting ways. Games could be employed. Video and sound could be

incorporated with the material to be transmitted. Presentations could be

prepared and taped by people skilled in related fields. Teaching material

would be more thorough and the subjects properly researched. The same

subject could be taught from different angles, approaches, and points of
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view. And the student would be perfectly free to agree or disagree with

no personal consequences.

In America, now, there is a nine year old boy in second year

university science. His parents were busy immigrants and, being a only

child, he spent his early years with only the television. But actually,

learning even in a classroom, is ultimately an individual experience.

Perhaps schools could become more centres with private lab facilities

and with the teacher’s position being more that of co-ordinator of the

information to be taught. The “missing human element” could be

accommodated in discussion groups with an exchange of ideas. But

machines are really more objective, eftkient,  and versatile than a

human being.
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VOCABULARY REVIEW & SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION

I --- -- -7
1 Teaching Machines Should Replace Teachers (

ability : (n) - power of doing (mwaw~m)

Ex-->

1. He has the ability to carry heavy loads.

2. Bob is a student of unusual ability.

accelerate: (v) - to speed up; move faster (n’w)awb%)

Ex-->
The car accelerated as it went down the hill.

accommodate: (v)  - to have room for; hoId  (BFIIJ~<  us~g20”)

Ex-->

1. That movie theatre accommodate 600 people.

2. The policeman accommodated us when we asked him for

direction.

accuracy: (n) - a being without mistakes correctness (wawmimh)

Ex-->

1. She did her work with accuracy.

2. Bob was praised for his accuracy in arithmetic.
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actually: (adv.) - in fact, really (bm~~as~5%~&)

Ex-->

1. He said that he stayed home because he was sick, but actually

he wanted to watch the baseball game on television.

2. Jack likes to pretend he is older than Bob, but actually Bob is

older.

adapt: (v) - change to fit needs or new condifions  (~%UIJX, di%i'~a)

Ex-->

1. Old people find it difficult to adapt themselves to modern life.

2. When the family moved to Florida, they had to adapt to the

warm weather.

ahead: (adv.) - in front, in advance (ck~iasnu~~)

Ex-->

1. He walked ahead of me in the line.

2. Go ahead with your plans for the party.

angle: (n) - a particular way of thinking (sa$~)

Ex-->

1. We must consider this problem from all angles.

2. Jeff was having trouble solving the problem, so he tried to

look at it from another angle.
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appall : (v) - fill with horror, shock, or fear (a&m&, h-nuhn~-~)

Ex-->

1. They were appalled by the sight of the bloody shirt.

2. We were appalled by the news of the airplane crash.

appear : (v) - to come into sight; be seen, to come before the public

( ~‘bwl)

Ex-->

1. The snowy mountain peaks appeared in the distance.

2. That actor has often appeared on television.

approach: (v) - move near to in space, time, quality, etc. (6&‘72d%n$

Ex-->

1. The car approached the city.

2. The boy approached his father for permission.

argue: (v)-  offer reasons for or against something, disagree (6&&)

Ex-->

1. They argued against going home.

2. The drunken man argued loudly.

available: (adj.) - obtainable; ready for use or service (MT~N~  JIG)

Ex-->

1. Use every available remedy to save the child.

2. This shirt is available in several different colors.
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average: (n) - normal; ordinary ( I~la&,  ri%o&)

Ex-->

1. She is an average student.

2. The attendance at school today is better than average.

behaviour: (n) - act or manner of behaving oneselc conduct (wqiinssu)

Ex-->

1. His unkind behaviour offended other people.

2. Jack won a prize for good behaviour at school.

cater: (v) - provide what is required (%&a?uwa%9,  n~asma~)

Ex-->

1. This magazine caters for people who like art.

2. He publishes several magazines, some that cater to boys,

others to girls, etc.

confidence: (n) - complete trust, a feeling of faith in oneself (G%G&~?u)

Ex-->

1. Mother has confidence in Bob’s honesty.

2. She has confidence in herself.

conscious: (adj.) - aware of oneself and the people and thing around

one, awake; mentally active (in%)

Ex:->

1. She was conscious of someone’s presence.



2. The injured man was still conscious.

consequence: (11)  - result (eJam’oA+a)

Ex-->

1. He fell ill and the consequeuce  was that he lost his position.

2. If YOLI  are determined to act so foolishly, you must be ready to

take the consequence.

consistent: (ad;.)  - state of being or acting the same  way (kael&u~das,

f+$j

Ex-->

1. He was consistent in his views.

2. This is not consistent with what you told me yesterday.

continue: (v) - keep doing or being (i?a%~~o~~>

Ex-->

1. The rain continued all week.

2. We will continue our meeting after lunch.

depend : (v) - rely on for help or support, be controlled by (&a@“,

&I)

Ex-->

1. Children depend on their parents for food and shelter.

2. Whether we will go on the trip depends on the weather.
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device: (v) - a tool  or machine designed for a special purpose (sdbo,

baU~Qql6l6)

Ex-->

1. The steering device on my car is broken.

2. The child’s tears were a device to get attention.

discussion: (n) - a serious talk (n~a~?ip/m~,  n~snna~wd~~)

Ex-->

1. John and Bob had a discussion about cricket.

2. At the meeting there was discussion  about the men who were

standing for election.

efficient: (ad;.) - getting the best results with the least effort (EIs&GHa)

Ex-->

1.  The workman is very efficient. He is able, and does his work

well. He gets results.

2. An automobile is more efficient for rapid travel than a horse.

element: (n) - one of the basic principles or necessary parts of

something (yaz?u,  %JQWT)

Ex-->

1. He has mastered the elements of the English language.

2. Iron is an element.

emotion: (n) - a strong feeling of any kind; a particular feeling (D?DJ~>

Ex-->







2. Mary was full of expectation.

experience: (n)  - anything that happens to one (d~:aun~m~

Ex-->

1. Going to the circus was a new experience to Sally.

2. Father has had much experience driving cars.

extra.’ (adj.) - greater than ordinary (umxixln~)

Ex-->

1. He received more money for the extra work he did.

2. Mary receive extra spending money for Christmas shopping.

She had more money than she usually has. .

facility : (n) - ease or still in doing, acting, etc. (sn~~~~7~7a~,a?~la~~~“)

Ex-->

1. We admired his facility in playing the piano.

2. This kitchen has the latest facilities for cooking.

favorite .’  (adj.) - preferred; liked best (mui$@)

Ex-->

1. Blue is my favorite color.

2. Summer is her favorite time of year.
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2. What kind of dog does Jack have? Is it a spaniel, a terrier, or

a collie?

knowledge: (n) - the things that we know; all we have learned (KWJ$

Ex-->

1. Jack has much knowledge of boats.

2. To fix a car you need some knowledge of machines.

lack: (v) - be without, have none (DWI,  .i%wo)

Ex-->

1. They lacked courage.

2. We cannot go to the show, because we lack the money.

level.’ (n) - the height to which a thing rises or reaches (suu&)

Ex-->

I.  The flood water rose to a level of sixty feet.

2. Jack comes to the level of father’s shoulder.

liberate: (v) - set free; release; take time (II$DW%&~!IU&SZ)

Ex-->

1. Father liberated the lamb that was caught in the fence.

2. The prisoners of war were liberated.

machine: (n) - a device with moving parts used to do work (~n~&‘t?~7T)

Ex-->
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1. The furniture that store sells is known for its quality.

2. Only materials of the highest quality were accepted.

reason : (n) - cause for a belief or act; purpose, something said that

explains (qe~k~)

Ex-->

1. What is the reason for this meeting?

2. He could give no reason for being in the building.

relate : (v) - connect, associate, be concerned with (&rab~.  &&6)

Ex-->

1. It was natural to relate his disappearance to the disappearance

of the money.

2. I am not related to him in any way.

repeat : (v) - say again, do or make again (&)

Ex-->

1. She repeated the accusation.

2. If you repeat that mistake, you will be punished.

replace: (v) - substitute another for (~muvn~)

Ex-->

1. Mother replaced the broken mirror.

2. The bowler was replaced by a younger boy.
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research: (n) - careful study to discover correct information

(frF<a&udna’7)

Ex-->

Scientists are continuing research on peaceful uses of atomic

energy.

research: (v) - do research (~v&‘w~,  vFt%%)

Ex-->

He has not yet researched that aspect of the subject.

science: (n) - any branch of such knowledge (wlbsm5j

Ex-->

1. The science of medicine is changing rapidly.

2. Mathematics is the science of numbers and amounts.

shock: (v) - cause to feel sudden astonishment horror, etc. (~~u~‘LP~~X

nn%ona~k=$7m,  ti77%wwGwa9999au)

Ex-->

1. Her appearance shocked us.

2. The boy’s dishonesty shocked the grocer.

shy: (adj.)- bashful, uneasy in front of people, especially strangers

(&llU)

Ex-->

1. Baby is shy.

2. She is a shy child.
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sitnply: (adv.) - in a simple way; plainly (w”~hhhhu  7,  -h 7)

Ex-->

1. She did the work simply and quickly.

2. He simply walked away from us.

smart: (adj.) - quick to learn;  showing intelligence; clever
(ixmw~n66~au)

Ex-->

1. Both children are very smart.

2. Jack is a smart fellow. He learns many things easily.

speed: (II)  - rate of motion or movement (WJW&I)

Ex-->

1. The speed limit is 30 miles an hour. That is as fast as one

may drive.

2. The speed of this train is 90 miles an hour.

spent: (v) - past tense and participle of spend (%&z!a7,  “I&.~w)

Ex-->

1. He had spent his vacation in Europe.

2. He spends too much time at play.

state: (n) - the condition of a person or thing (a.n~~)

Ex-->

1. He was in an angry state,
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2. Mary was in an excited state on the night of the form play.

sterile: (adj.) - producing no result, dull; lifeless (~wI~Mx%)

Ex-->

Medical tests showed that my wife was sterile.

storehouse: (n) - a place where goods are kept CR&)

Ex-->

A storehouse of information is badly needed for the research

center.

suppress: (v) - subdue by force or authority; crush (x%J,  fhh)

Ex-->

1. The army was called to suppress the result.

2. He suppressed his anger.

therefore: (adv.) - as a result; consequently; for this reason or purpose

(628SWffU,  Q”L6.f)

Ex-->

1. She left home late and therefore missed the bus.

2. Mary had a bad cold, and therefore could not go to school.

tireless: (adj.) - energetic, not easily tired (YJTW&,  !%~,&EIFI~~w  )

Ex-->l. Napoleon was a tireless worker.

2. Tireless energy.
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toward: (prep) - with respect to; about ( tio...r&...)

Ex-->

1. How do you feel toward this plan?

2. They are working toward a better understanding.

tradition: (n) - customs  and beliefs which have been followed for

generations and which are passed f?om elders to the

young (a~~sss3~6i7w~PI~~rk.Y)

Ex-->

1. It is a tradition in that family for the sons to study medicine.

2. It is a tradition in that family for the eldest son to become a

soldier.

transmit: (v) - pass from one person or place to another

(66wiuw?w&Jhl&)

Ex-->

1. Her illness was transmitted to other members of the family.

2. His message was transmitted by radio.

truly: (adv.) - really (utiun’)

Ex-->

I am truly coming to see you.

ultimate: (adj.) - greatest; farthest; highest (~~JBoI’,  qnwam)

Ex-->

1. The plane reached its ultimate speed during the best flight.
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2. What is his ultimate goal?

versatile: (adj.) - able to do different kinds of work equally well,

turning easily from one subject to another (a1a~7rjns

&, 6%?kAp?d?9)

Ex-->

1. Bill can get another job easily because he is so versatile.

2. This versatile tool is useful for many purposes.

variety: (n)- the state of being varied, difference; change

(wmomnwalu)

Ex-->

1. Lack of variety made him bored with his job.

2. That store sells a variety of magazines.
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ASSIGNMENT 2 2

Directions: Write a complete analysis argumentative composition from

this given topic. “Thai Classical Dance and Western Ballet”

ctical and logical to do

your own outline either the jotted or the
sentence before starting to write your

unified composition.

Your composition must consist of not less

than three support paragraphs.
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Thai Classical Dance and Western Ballet

Historically and aesthetically, Thai classical dance is different

from western ballet. Thai classical dance developed most likely from

Khmer culture, uses different techniques and less time than ballet. It

uses different techniques, usually the posture and movement of hands in

proportion to the body. The time used to present a Thai classical dance

is shorter, usually one single performance, while classical ballet is

longer and tells  a longer story.

Thai classical dance may have started in Khmer cukure.  Defining

KHMER as an indigenous people and culture inhabiting the area which is

now Laos, Kampuchea and Thailand specifically, it is very possible that

the original inhabitant designed the style of dance now used by both

Kampuchea and Thailand. This style is a tradition and traditions begin in

early history. After the territory divided and renamed to these three

countries, language also changed but culture remained similar. Ballet was

an indigenously European item.

Thai classical dance requires less time than western ballet. Thai

dance students may begin as adolescents or as young adults. The time

required for actual study may be only a few years or months, according

to personal aptitude and flexibility. Furthermore, older people can still

dance. Ballet is started as a young child due to the time, availability of

mind and flexibility of a small child. Western teachers believe that
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children are more receptive, able to learn and are softer than older

people; hence, they make better dancers when they are older.

Finally, Thai dance techniques are simpler and less time-

consuming than ballet. Thai classical dance bends and curves as much

as ballet except that most flexibility is in the waists, knees and fingers.

This is due to the tradition of telling a story with simple gestures.

Counterpose this against the complexity of ballet, which not only used

full body gestures in fancy movements but also backdrops to tell the

story. In Thai dance, a hand gesture may mean many things to its

viewer whereas the ballet dancer uses his or her entire body to tell the

same thing.

On the whole, both styles are graceful and beautiful. However,

Thai dance is less time consuming to perform and dance steps and

postures are simpler to learn. Its origin is, simply, Asian and may have

been adapted from Khmer traditional dance-or Indian. Contrarily,

western ballet is European in origin and presents a longer story;

therefore, the performance concludes at the conclusion of the story.

Ballet does not use hands more than body and postures in its presentation

as well.
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VOCABULARY REVIEW & SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION

1 Thai Classical Dance And Western Ballet 1

adolescent : (n) - young person between childhood and adulthood (%$)

Ex.-->

1. Adolescents start to have their own ideas at 15 years.

2. When I was an adolescent, I still ignored girls.

3. I was a totally imaginative adolescent at 18 years.

aesthetic : (adj.)  - artistic (p’yl~$

Ex.-->

1. Nature and traditional architecture have aesthetic value.

2. By Western standards, the woman’s anatomy has the highest

aesthetic value.

3. Modern man has less aesthetic appreciation than earlier

civilizations.

backdrop : artificial, painted background (ti~pd~%~G’,  am)

Ex.-->

1. Backdrops were a common feature of Western drama.

2. It was relatively easy to change a backdrop in the theatre.

3. The backdrop told the audience where the drama took place.
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counterpose : (v) - place...against;  compare (btl%urw”uu)

Ex.--.

1. Try to counterpose traditional values with those of the time.

2. Nowadays people still counterpose Western culture and Thai

culture.

entire : (adj.)  - total, fA1,  complete (v&urn,  auk&)

Ex.--.

1. They waited to hear the entire story.

2. Balinese dancers dance with their entire bodies.

3. Few people finish the entire meal despite paying for it all.

4. Listen to the entire lecture before asking questions.

flexible : (ad;.) - able to bend; stretch or change shape (dmw@)

Ex. -->

1. Flexible people can adapt to change easily.

2. A flexible schedule means “no fixed time”.

3. Young trees, grass and animals are very flexible.

indigenous : (adj.) - developing in one specific place; native (vh&)

Ex.-->

1. Curry is mostly indigenous of India.

2. Hieroglyphs were indigenous to Egypt.

3. Khmer and indigenous to the land of Kampuchea.



inhabit : (v) - dwell; reside; live (owk~~~  i%%iau)

Ex.-->

1. Various species of wild animals inhabit these woods.

2. Man inhabited the forest and learned to co-exist.

3. Crazy people inhabit our modern cities.

posture : (n) - position and expression of the body (tih~)

Ex..-->

1. Good posture is part of a good student.

2. Poor posture means leaning too close to the bookshelf.

3. One’s posture says something about habit.

proportion : (n) - size, dimension (&&u)

Ex.--.

1. Much of Thai design lacks precise proportion.

2. Many traditional ideas are out of proportion in modern

settings.

3. The heads of all animals are always smaller in proportion to

the taros.

receive : (v) - to accepf  into;  to get (KS)

receptive : (adj.) (%$,  reception : (n) (n?-d.%fJ

Ex.-->

1. Most Thai ladies are not receptive to Western sexual habits.

(i.e. sleeping together.)
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__

2. With a special antenna, people can receive international

broadcasts.

3. Northeastern Thai farmers still wait to receive rainfall.

territory : (n) - land area; space (DINI~),  vvmmu)

Ex.-->

1. Ancient Khmer divided into 3 territories .- Kampuchea, Laos

and Thailand.

2. European territory is more diverse; there are France, Italy,

Spain, Germany, Portugal, Switzerland to the West; and the

former Communist Bloc to the East.

3. A bird will fight to protect its chosen territory.
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) ASSIGNMENT 13 /

Directions: Write a complete analysis argumentative composition from

this given topic. “What Does It Take to Be an Artist?”

outline either the jotted or the \
sentence before starting to write

l * l -

your unrfred  composrtron.  Your

composition must consisf  of not less

than three support
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The Jotted Outline

- ...~~  - -.- -- ..-.-- -. -..-.-... ~---

What Does If Take to Be an Artist?I

1. Thesis

An artist must believe in himself, be dedicated to his work, and be able

to cope with an erratic and b-regular lifestyle.

II. Believe in himself

- Van Gogh continued in spite of rejection

- artists want recognition

- sense of futility if no one understands

- many artists ahead of their time

- opinion of masses not truth

- monetary success doesn’t reflect ability

- artist shouldn’t adapt to public

- must be patient, confident, and take chance

- self-belief is insulation from others

- confidence necessary for production

III. Dedication to his work

- necessary for progress and development

- necessary to work consistently
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futility. But many artists are ahead of their time. This wac the case with

Van Gogh. Unfortunately, whether or not one is defined as a good

artist or not, depends upon the opinion of the masses. But such an

opinion should not be taken as the truth. In the same way, monetary

success and the number of paintings told, should not be seen as a

reflection of ability. A sincere artist realizes now fickle the mass

opinions are. He won’t try to do what is popular in order to gain

recognition. He’ll work patiently and with confidence, and be willing to

take chances and risk rejection. He many even be the only one who

believes in his work. But that will be reason enough to continue. This

self-belief must be very strong as it is a protection and insulation from

the criticisms and destructive intentions of others. Artists are often

misunderstood and labeled as arrogant. But in reality, they are highly

sensitive people who need this sense of confidence in order to continue

to produce work.

An artist must have a strong personal drive and dedication to his

work. This is extremely important in order to continue to progress and

develop. From a technical point of view, he must work consistently in

order to maintain his manual ability and looseness. Many periods will

come in his life when money must be found from other sources. His

work may not only be a source of income, but it may also become only

an expense, as materials must be constantly bought and replaced. A

person must be very committed if he wants to prevent his creative fire

from being extinguished by the waters of hardship. A great personal

drive is also needed to override jealous, competitive, critical, and
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destructive people. Again, there is the tendency to interpret monetary

success as a reflection of competence and skill. If no money comes in as

a result of long hours of work, it could easily appear to be futile and

meaningless to continue at something that bears no fruit. But a sincere

artist has such a dedication that he can continue at all costs and against

all *odds. There will often be dry periods in an artist’s life. Creativity

and inspiration cannot be summoned at will. So when it comes, great

care must be taken to protect it. The creative spark is very delicate, and

can be overwhelmed by big mundane realities like rent, gas bills, food

bills, and demands of others. A strong dedication to work is needed to

allow space for this flame and give it a chance to bum brightly.

Most artists tend to be a little  eccentric. This means that they

tend to be a little different from most people in their behavior. This

could be the result of a highly sensitive nature. But this could also be

due to the fact that being an artist is a profession that demands an ability

to cope with an erratic and irregular lifestyle. Work is often sporadic for

an artist. He may get a big commission, or even several at the same

time, and then not have any work again for many months. He may

spend months preparing for a show where he might sell everything, or

nothing. Most artists don’t have regular jobs or guaranteed incomes.

Not everyone is able to cope with the uncertainty of where the money

will come from next. If no work comes, there simply won’t be any

money. There are no regular paychecks and retirement plans waiting in

the future. An artist’s future is very uncertain. He may be in demand

one day, and suddenly no longer popular or sought after the next. His



monetary worth is left to the fickle public to decide. And in times of

economic hardship and recession, it is always in the arts that government

funds are first cut. As well, people don’t buy art in times of need. Not

every person can live day to day or “hand-to-mouth” like this. Of

course, there are often cases where an artist may become extremely

wealthy and successful in his own lifetime. But one can never foresee

the future. All these factors make the artist’s life unstable and erratic.

Most people have a tendency to glorify the past. The imagine that

it was romantic to live like Gaugin in Tahiti, Toulousa-Lautrec who

frequented the Paris dance halls, or Van Gogh who painted passionately

at the asylum in Arles. But these people don’t really understand the truth

or difficulty of such artists’ lives. An artist often works under great

personal stress and physical hardship. In order to be productive, an

artist must believe in himself, be dedicated to his work, and be able to

cope with an erratic and irregular lifestyle.
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VOCABULARY REVIEW & SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION

What Does It Take to Be an Artist ?

ability 1 (n) - power or skill in mental or physical action (KJDJ~XIWJ,

&?@I~?,  W=b66WJ)

Ex.-->

1. He has the ability to carry heavy loads.

2. I don’t doubt your ability to solve the trouble.

be acquainted with  : (v) - have direct or personal knowledge of

(Fl-JlaJ~,  M”7%&$6W,  a'am,  fiG7)

Ex.--.

1. I have often heard of Mr. John but I am not acquainted with

him. (I’ve not met him or spoken to him.)

2. The men are acquainted  with  aircraft building.

against  : (prep) - not in agreement with; opposed to (&6%4fl’au,  @%f?ii

&J, dslz,  &iffb,

Ex.-->

1. The soldiers fight against  the enemy.

2. John is running for president against Bob. He is trying to win

more votes than Bob.
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ahead : (adv.) - in front (a@$, $GI&,  &ld~&,  L?IP%?,  ti%fi)

Ex.-->

1. He walked ahead of me in the time.

2. Mary was clever so she was soon ahead of the other girls in

the class.

ahead of : (adv.) - in front; in advance (?h-awu?, til~u~?, thaw‘, fl’ou  (bm7)

Ex.--.

1. He walks ahead of me in the line.

2. The train arrived ahead of time.

alive : (adj.) - living; not dead (%%JFI&

Ex-->

1. Who’s the greatest man alive?

2. The cat that had fallen into the water was still alive. He was

saved in time.

allow : (v) - to add or take away an amount for a special reason (~ZEI~$)

Ex.-->

1. We allowed an extra hour to make the trip in case the traffic

was heavy.

2. Allow enough time for breakfast before you leave.

around : (adv., prep) - on every sides; in every direction (-ZIPI  7, ~?ati,

&db  ih$

Ex.-->
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1. Jack walked around the corner.

2. The children ran around the school.

arrive : (v) - reach a point or a state by effort (ox%,  ‘Ill&)

Ex.-->

1. After much discussion, they arrived at a decision.

2. I arrived at school on time.

arrogant : (adj.) - too much confidence (azb, RF&  aasvas)

Ex.--.

1. The boy was quite arrogant because his family was very

wealthy.

2. An arrogant person does not have any respect for other people

their opinions.

art : (n) - a thing that requires much practice or skill (&i%~~~~m&cl~

66i%w’nWZ,  $hlJ7EIlTt7)

Ex.-->

1. Playing the piano is an art.

2. The art of medicine is sometimes called the healing art.

artist : (n) - a person who paints or draws pictures ($04rx,  si?s&u,iia%)

Ex.-->

1. Being an artist is not an easy profession.

2. Most artists want recognition.
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artistic : (adj.) - having to do with art or artists (6%an’Pl&xl~,  o8%daPI=)

Ex.-->

My brother was artistic interests.

asylum : (n) - a place that takes care of people who are not able to care

for  themselves (I%‘u.&,  F&X%,  65gwe(7u7awuG,  itiT&)

Ex.  -->

1. People who are mentally ill may live in an asylum.

2. In earlier times, a church was an asylum where criminals were

safe on arrest.

auction : (v) - sell by auction (albbaH&,  nxma@fla?@,  n?-dels:ya)

Ex.-->

1. The furniture was auctioned  at a good price.

2. When we bought our new house, my parents auctioned off

some of our old furniture.

bear : (v) - produce; yield (e.GWna,  %$(&~a,  nom&))

Ex.-->

1. These trees bear good apples.

2. Cherry trees bear cherries.

behaviour  : (n) - actions; one way one acts (wa7up/5:wqG,  wqRni5sldq

el$fZ;2)

Ex.-->
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1. Mary’s behaviour  is excellent; she is polite.

2. Mary won a prize for good behaviour at school.

being : (n) - existence; life (Ci?%q/,  ;%I,  n&v, nsa$ &J~%.KXU$

Ex.-->

1. The town came into being  about two hundred years ago.

2. A human being is a man, woman, or child.

beieve  : (v) - have faith, trust, confidence (&&&I,  l?“a191~1,  n%m)

Ex.-->

1. Many people believe there is a God.

2. Jack believes in ghosts.

benefit : (v) - do good; to be helpful to (&wat?,  L&.IIIx~FI~~)

Ex.-->

1. Rain will benefit the farmer’s crops.

2. The sea air will benefit you.

bill : (n) - a notice of money owed for something bought or for work

done (i@%~n?si&f~~~?%3,  %?.~bi=&i%.kiu)

Ex.-->

1. Mom paid the telephone bill.

2. Steve thought that the bill for repairs on his bike was too high.
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bought : (v) - past tense and participle of buy that means get by paying

a price (&)

Ex. --->

1. He bought that book yesterday.

2. Father has bought this house, we own it now,

bright : (adj.) - giving or sending out light; nor dark or duil (v!~?P%~N,

adid&  aw%a)

Ex. -->

1. The leaves on the trees are bright green in spring.

2. She was wearing a bright red dress.

brilfiant  : (adj.) - very clever, very bright (v&“naswau,  fltsl&?)

Ex.-->

1. We’ve had a week of brilliant sunshine.

2. She was wearing brilliant jewels.

burn : (v) - be filled with strong feeling (GJ%~)  L%‘~u,  (w&)  6609

Ex.-->

1. They were burning to revenge the murder of their leader.

2. Her cheeks were burning with shame.

care : (n) - serious attention (33.70x%,  6a79oLI)

Ex.-->

1. She took good care of the baby.

2. She is under a doctor’s care.
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casv : (11) - an example of something (I&,  ns67,  qelnX$

Ex.-->

1. The forest fire was an obvious case of carelessness.

2. The police had no suspects in the case of the museum robber.

chance : (n) - an opportunity (IanW,  Vu’yIq  MUflls#?6$9)

Ex.--.

1. Jack has a chance to pass the test if he studies at home.

2. Grandfather did not have the chance to get an education when

he was young.

commission : (n) - a group of persons who are chosen to do certain

work (&‘&&~%J~J~IwJxI~~  &I~u~&JS)

Ex.-->

1. The mayor named a commission to find out the causes of

population in the city.

2. He has received a commission is a naval officer.

commit: (v) - give in trust (UD~~‘NUI~W,  i=hj,%Cmm&xm61, nmh)

Ex.-->

1. The boy was committed to the care of his aunt.

2. He committed a robbery.

communication : (n) - exchange of information, ideas, etc.

(n7sm’wn’adaii75)

Ex.-->
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1. Communication is difficult when people do not speak the same

language.

2. We received your communication.

competence : (n) - ability (fla?ua7-ru?-jn)

Exr->

Her competence as a teacher is known to everyone at the

school.

completely : (adv.) - thoroughly, perfectly (mm~aih,  &Wd,  EJ~XH~J~~~

Ex.-->

1. Anne was completely exhausted after skiing all day.

2. Mary’s work is complete done.

co&tent ,: (adj.) - of a person conforming to a regular pattern of style;

regular (2aieli&wPI~~,  a~C~+asn’Plsou)

Ex.--.

1. He’s been a consistent friend to me.

2. The ideas in his various speeches are not consistent.

constantly : (adv.) - continuously; frequently (Eiau 7, t%&Guoann~PI)

Ex.-->

He is constantly being asked for advice.
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continue : (v) - go on doing something (&~~7~~1./~~a~  7)

Ex.-->

1. He continued to live with his parents after his marriage.

2. How long shall you continue working?

cope : (v) - struggle successfully with (6 %J%, &)nx)

Ex.-->

1. The police werescarcely able to cope with the crowds.

2. She had trouble coping with the extra homework.

1. The cost of the hat was high.

2. The father saved his son’s life at the cost of his own.

create : (v) - to cause something new to exist or happen (a%,

d*GEg&)

Ex.-->

1. The lack of rain that summer created a shortage of wheat the

next winter.

2. An author creates characters in his books.

creative : (adj.) - having or showing ability to make something new

(?hll-a’~b(_s;  KFk=mJn’m)

Ex.-->

A poet must be creative.
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creator : (v) - one who makes something new ($8,  f&i%,  wize$fh6&)

Ex.--.

1. The creator is a person who creates.

2. The author is the creator of many novels.

critical : (adj.) - tending to complain about another’s actions or to judge

severely (%7x%: &&fpI’M,  iTofi6n374

Ex.--.

1. I do not like people who are too critical.

2. She is always critical of the way other people dress.

criticism : (n) - a statement about the good or bad points or qualities of

something (CJ’W=X$  dGau,  ~xI%%w)

Ex.-->

1. Jack was very pleased with the teacher’s criticism of his

composition.

2. Don read with interest the newspaper’s criticism of the artist’s

work.

death : (n) - the ending of life; act of dying (KWJ~W)

Ex.-->

1. After his death, his body was sent home to be buried.

2. Accidents cause many deaths.
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dedicate : (v) - give or devote (.$H)

Ex.--.

1. Sometimes a doctor dedicates his life to the study of certain

diseases he gives his whole life to this study.

2. A good doctor dedicates his life to serving others.

dedication : (n) - a setting apart for or devotion to a special purpose or

use (vkG7%Un75k@f)

Ex.-->

All the teachers, students, and parents were invited to the

dedication of the new school this Friday afternoon.

define : (v) - give the meaning of (u&‘~%&&Jou,  ~‘IVUPI,,  iku)

Ex.--.

1. A dictionary defines work.

2. Please listen while I define your new duties.

delicate : (adj.) - requiring careful handling (UOUII?~,  aGiwmdau,

nx$mi&q  hdm)

Ex.-->

1. The teacher handled the delicate problem with understanding.

2. Orchids are delicate flower.

demand : (n) - act of demanding that means require; need (Gx?wns’aq,

wmdb.m*aos$Zi)

Ex.--.



1. He stated his demand in a loud noise.

2. The great demand for cotton cloth raised the price.

depend : (v) - be controlled by (?%a@i%)

Ex.-->

1. Whether we will go on the trip depends on the weather.

2. Success depends on hard work and good sense.

destroy : (v) - break into pieces (ti~a7u)

Ex.-->

1. Fire destroyed his house.

2. The sudden rain destroyed our hope of playing cricket.

destructive : (adj.) - likely to destroy (b&!&a?& &a%nJo,  6i?4d~i%d~578)

Ex.-->

1. Small children are destructive; they like breaking things.

2. Moths are destructive to clothes made or wool.

develop : (v) - make or became larger, better, more knowledgeable

(tilbhh3?9,  ?liWEI, ~l7~i%~~hJddi%fdi%‘,  lihU7)

Ex.-.

1. He developed his mind by study.

2. Mary developed her love for music by listening to it every day.

diflkulty  : (n) - that which is not easy to do or understand, trouble

(CWlJf2d7U7ft,  i$i=fTSl)



Ex.-->

1. He is in difficulty with the law.

2. The main difficulty in this problem is understanding the big

words.

drive : (11)  - an organized effort by a group of people (n’dz@,  ik%)

Ex.--.

1. She had a drive to raise money for charity.

2. Jack has to drive himself to get up on time in the morning.

due to : (ad;.) - caused by (6w5x,  6%14661ii,  6r%du$a,“as)

Ex-->

1. The accident was due to careless driving.

2. What is the poverty of the farming classes due to?

economic : (adj.) - fo or concerned with the management of the money

and other resources of a nation, community, etc.
(%¶km14u,  -6uw79ln-sw~fi9)

Ex.--.

1. An economic history is always useful to set up an effective

policy.

2. The government’s economic policy is not quite practical.

enough ,: (adj.) - as many or as much as reyuired or desired; sufficient

(WO6i%N,  vvo$asn7s,  w”a&/a)

Exe-->



1. We have enough chairs to seat everyone.

2. Is the water not enough to make the tea?

erratic : (adj.) - (of a person or his behaviour) nor following ordinary

standards (I~?xLW%%~  &I  7 wmw,  %da&6~6~&mw)

Ex.--.

An artist must believe in himself, he dedicated to his work,

and be able to cope with an erratic and irregular lifestyle.

estate : (n) - everything owned by a person, including land, money, and

other property (w?‘u~auu-G,  w”&,  nawsm)

Ex.-->

1. He left a small estate when he died.

2. The rich man lived on a large estate.

even : (adv.) - yet, still (s&6r$  &@a)

Ex.-->

1. He was always friendly, even to strangers.

2. Her grade on the test was even better than this.

expense : (n) - the cause of spending (6?i?%%x1)

Ex.--.

1. Food and rent were his chief expenses.

2. The expense of buying a home did not keep us from buying

one.



1. Thr:  ~~KIIMII  extinguished the fire  in about twenty  minutes.

2. At night we estiuguished  the light hcIhrc going to bed.

1. It is eztremely  w;~m  Ioday.

2. Hc was  extreme1.v  happy when hc won the contest.

form : (II) - kind;  sort; way (srih,  chtw,  4754m753)

EL-->

2. He was given several forms to complete.

frequent : (v) - visit often (2dtim 7)

Ex.-->

1. The acmrs frequent an eating place near  the theater.

2. Bob frequents Mary’s house.
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3. Toulouse-Laytrec frequented dance halls.

fruit : (n) - the product of any plant, work, or effort, etc. (&~a,  97u,

WEIWW)

Ex.--.

1,  The worker grew rich from the fruits of his labor.

2. Fruits are often good to eat.

frustrate : (v) - to discourage or prevent (w”~%da.kWna”,  fbh,,  vkm)

Ex.--.

1. Joe was frustrated by his bad luck in trying to find a summer

job.

2. The rainy weather threatened to frustrate our plans for a

camping trip.

fund : (n) - a sum of money set aside for a special purpose, money

(y, fmy, yaiZ,  6%)

Ex.--.

1. That fund pays the medical expenses of the poor people.

2. College students often write home for funds.

futility : (n) - uselessness or worthlessness; emptiness or ineffectiveness

(Nld5,"TUBU%Bj7C"j:  d51mml6~~Wa)

Ex.-->

1. The creator can easily feel a sense of futility.

2. He wasted his time in futile talk.
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gain : (v) - bto ain  or add as an increase (h.h)

Ex.-->

1. Her kindness gained her many friends.

2. He gained weight.

glorify : (v) - worship; praise (~~&J~%~PI~:cI?~,  CWS=I~QJ)

Ex.-->

Most people have a tendency to glorify the past.

government : (n) - the group of person selected (Z$IW,  nmlnmm)

Ex.-->

1. The government runs the health service.

2. The government of Great Britain is a democracy.

great : (adj.) - extreme; much more than usual (&Kg %~q/)

Ex.--.

1. He is a great friend of mine.

2. Thomas Edison was a great inventor.

guaranteed : (adj.) - promise with certainty (%I~s~~~)

Ex.-->

1. Most artists don’t have guaranteed incomes.

2. This food is guaranteed additive-free.
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hall : (n) - a large room or building for public meetings (&N~cI)

Ex.--.

1. The lecture was held in the town hall.

2. The lecture was given in the school hall.

hardship (II) - anything that causes suffering, such as hunger or pain

(mJufiJnS7uJn)

Ex.--.

1. Not having enough water was a hardship.

2. Hunger is a hardship.

imagine : (v) - think, suppose, or guess (dm,  i?npJm,  ~37, bwJnJ5)

Ex.-->

1. I imagine you are tired after your trip.

2. He tried to imagine life abroad.

important : (ads’.)  - having great meaning or value (RJ~JNU~W/,  KI?adJ~~)

Ex.--.

1. It was an important date.

2. The headmaster is an important person in our town.

income : ( I I)  - money rcceiveti  as salably  (5JU~m~  aSu‘d$)

Ex.-->

1. He has a very high income.

2. Father’s  income is 500,000 bath a year.
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lost : (v) - past tense and participle of lose that means not be able to

find (h?JU,  $5)

Ex.-->

1. He lost his coat yesterday.

2. Nancy lost her gloves.

maintain : (v) - keep; preserve; continue (-%Eu,  &y,  %G%E&I  7)

Ex.-->

1. He maintained a steady speed on the highway.

2. His salary was too small to maintain  a family of five.

manual  : (adj.) - a book that give instructions or information about

something (a+q’%)

Ex.-->

1. Rob had to study the driver’s manual before he took the test to

get his driver’s license.

2. Manual training is required to read by all trainees.

mass : (II) - grea er number or majority (&~aa,  &LUJ%‘L~~$~  umuw)t

Ex.-->

1. The mass of people voted for a new park.

2. The great mass of the people elected him President.

‘material  : (n) - rhe substance; or matter of which something is made 01

from which something can be made (%I?,  MI%~%~

M&i+J9&lhE3U)
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Ex.--.

1. Cement is the material used to lay bricks.

2. Mary’s dress is made of very fine material.

meaningless : (adj.) - without meaning or motive (?ti&a?aJvu7u)

EX .-->

If no money comes in as a result of long hours of work, it could

easily appear to be futile and meaningless to continue at

something that bears on fruit.

mental : (adj.) - of or concerning the mind (CW&J)

Ex.->

1. He had great mental ability.

2. Bill is physically stronger than Jack, but Jack has better mental

powers. Jack thinks faster and more clearly.

misunderstood : (v) - understand wrongly (&I&J&I)

Ex:-->

1. His intentions were misunderstood.

2. We misunderstood the policemen’s directions and got lost.

monetary: (adj.) - having to do with money or currency (&IZV%U~WJOS)

Ex.-->

1. The monetary unit in the United States is the dollar.

2. The government’s monetary policy is much improved.



mundane : (adj.) - worldly (u%r,ar%rbaru.q~+$

Ex.-->

When a man is near death he loses interest in mundane affairs.

nature : (n) - temper (axjud,  i&G,  xi5pl?nG)

Ex.-->

1. Ned has a gentle nature.

2. Tom has a kindly nature.

number : (n) - a yuantity; total (&u-Iu)

Ex.-->

1. A large number of books lay on the desk.

2. A number of children were playing in the yard.

odds : (n) - the difference in favor of or against something being true or

happening (P/5z’Lsax3,  zfauna)

Ex.-->

1. The odds are ten to one against that horse’s winning the race.

2. The odds are in favor of his being elected class president.

opinion : (n) - a belief or way of thinking (KQU&IL~U)

Ex.-->

1. In my opinion, he will win the race.

2. What is your opinion of that movie?
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other : (pron.) - the other one, an additional person or thing (nnr&d  7)

Ex.--.

1. Two children went, and the others stayed home.

2. Each blames the other.

override : (v) - set aside without consideration; disregard the wishes of

others (ei?~&a~)

Ex.--.

Congress may override the President’s veto.

overwhelm : (v) - to overcome completely (&%mhs~u6~8o)

Ex.-->

1. The enemy soldiers overwhelmed our men.

2. The attackers overwhelmed the village.

own : (v) - to h ave as belonging to one; possess (&&~z1721p7~)

Ex.--.

1. The farmer owns all the land between here and the river.

2. The suspect owned up to the robbery.

paint : (n) - a kind of colouring  mixture that can be spread on a surface

to colour and, sometimes, to protect it (&h&n&6&x.1)

Ex.-->

1. Paint is liquid when it is put on, and dries hard.

2. Paint is spread on a surface to color it or protect it.
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paint : (v) - to make a picture or design of something by using paint

(3773

Ex.-->

1. This artist was famous for painting mountain scenes.

2. The reporter painted a sad picture of the city’s slums in his

articles.

painting : (n) - a picture made with liquid colors (nx&f~)

Ex.-->

1. A painting of the family’s two children hung over the sofa.

2. We saw many paintings and drawings in the art museum.

particular : (adj.) - concerning one single person, thing, etc.; specific

(6iXV?dJii6t%$

Ex.-->

1. The particular chair belongs to my father.

2. There is one particular point I must warn you about.

patient : (adj.) - show self-control and tenderness (ONWU)

Ex.-->

1. He was patient with the children.

2. Our teacher is very patient with us when we ask questions.

per’haps  : (adv.)  - maybe, possible (UN??]

Ex.--.

1. Perhaps brother will be home early today.
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2. Perhaps the letter will come today.

period : (n) - a division of time (w~zxxw,  cwwaa?)

Ex.-->

1. We have reading during the first period at school.

2. During the early period of her life, she lives abroad.

personal : (adj.) - private, not public (&JUG)

Ex.-->

1. My diary is personal, and other people should not read it

without permission.

2. Jean made a persona/ request to the teacher. She spoke to the

teacher herself.

personality : (n) - ’ p a-.d cJ.son  ‘s ways and manners (~k%%x-&fMz)

Ex.-->

1. Mary has a charming personality. People like her.

2. A person’s personality makes him or her different from

everybody else.

physical : (adj.) - of the body (%wwnw,  nwnnv)

Ex.-->

1. The doctor’s examination showed he was in excellent physical

condition.



2. The doctor’s gave the children’s physical examination. He

examined their bodies.

plan : (II) - a way of doing something that has been thought out ahead

of time (66e446n75)

Ex.-->

1. Do you have any plans for this weekend?

2. The generals had a plan of attack.

point of view : (n) - a way of thinking about something, attitude

(WWdPl6i-7ld)

Ex.-->

1. From my point of view, hockey is a more exciting game to

watch than football.

2. I like what she bought, but from her husband’s point of view it

was expensive.

popular : (adj.) - pleasing to very many people (~~u&EMENLIx~~~~w)

Ex.-->

1. Baseball is a popular sport.

2. The beach is a popular place to go on summer afternoons.

possess : (v) - have or own (6fh6~h1a9,  w-sowCZN)

Ex.-->

1. Johnny possesses a good singing voice.

2. That man possesses great wealth.
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poverty : (n) - condition of being poor; lack of money, food, clothing,

etc. (F~~JZ~EWJTJ~,  naJa.&suysm~

Ex.-->

1. That family lives in poverty.

2. The poverty of the soil caused the farmer to give up his farm.

prepare : (v) - to make or get ready (rns~&n~)

Ex.-->

1. Bill prepared himself for the game by practicing.

2. We will prepare lunch.

produce : (v) - to make or create something (w&)

Ex.-->

1. That factory produces automobiles.

2. A cow produces milk.

profession : (n) - an occupation that requires special education and

training (EGW)

Ex.-->

1. Law and medicine are two professions that require years of

education.

2. He is preparing for the teaching profession.

protection : (n) - the keeping of someone or something from harm
(ffJXl~~fl~ ffJ2=ih6i.l)

Ex.--.



1. Our state has game preserves for the protection of wild

animals.

2. A raincoat is a protection against rain.

public : (n) - having to do with or for all the people (ATJ.SXTNZ)

EL-->

1. The mayor made a public announcement that he was retiring

from office.

2. A public beach is for anybody to use.

realize : (v) - to understand completely (cIM&I~~)

Ex.--.

1. Chris didn’t realize how late it was because his watch had

stopped.

2. Years of practice helped Mike to realize his dream of

becoming baseball player.

really : (adv.) - actually, in fact (G+  7,  &“%)

Ex.-->

1. If you really want something, you will work for it.

2. The sun does not really go round the earth. The earth goes

round the sun.

reason : (n) - a statement that explains something (rwqeJa)

Ex->
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1. Bob could get no reason for being late.

2. I wonder what reason he had for getting so angry.

recess : (v) - short period of rest from work or study (n?sng&“)

recession : (n) - the act of receding or going (back) (~ww, n~@er)

Ex.-->

1. During the recess, the children played in the school yard.

2. He played baseball during recess at school.

recognition : (fl) - an accepting of something as being true, right or

valid ($51,  tf117n)

Ex.-->

1. The young man demanded recognition of his rights as a

citizen.

2. The books were burned beyond recognition.

record : (n) - a written account of something (a63,  6~%)

Exe-->

1. The school keeps a record of the number of days each student

is absent.

2. They kept a record of their expenses.

regular : (adj.) - unchanging; usual; normal (&&, ~~&JEOJO)

Ex.-->

1. He has no regular work.
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2. Six o’clock is our regular dinner time.

rejection : (n) - refuse to take (~/&as)

Ex.-->

1. The teacher rejected Bill’s paper because it wasn’t need.

2. The judges rejected the prisoner’s plea for pardon.

relate : (v)  - to tell the story of (~ti?,  USSUIU)

Ex.-->

1. The witness related what he had seen.

2. The teacher related his improved grades to better study habits.

rent : (n) - payment regularly made to an owner for the use of land, a

building, or other property (pl~&&~&)

Ex.--.

1. The rent for the house was more than they could afford.

2. My father pays the rent for our apartment every month.

replace : (v) - to got or give something that takes the place of

something else (unw$

Ex.-->

1. We bought a new pane for the window to replace the one that

had been broken.

2. Mother replaced the broken window.
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retire : (v) - leave one’s job because of age or poor health, go to bed
I

(-t&wmm) I

Exe--.

1. He retired from his job several years ago.

2. She did not retire until midnight.

retirement : (n) - the act of retiring or the  state of being retired

(flamrndam)

Ex.--.

He took up gardening after his retirement from business.

risk : (n) - the possibility of loss, damage, injury; danger (t&ju9&,

?5up1w518)

Ex.-->

1. There are some risks in every adventure.

2. Do not risk crossing the road in front of a moving car.

romantic : (aaj.)  - not practical; tending to dream (a&&)

Ex.-->

1. My older sister likes to read romantic novels.

2. She is a very romantic person.

sense : (n) - a feeling (naw$fl)

Ex.--.

1. She had a sense of failure after losing the race.

2. Greg has a-good sense of humor.



sensitive : (adj.) - having deep feeling; very aware (~~?q%r~?a~~~a)

Ex.--.

1. A poet must be a sensitive person.

2. She was so sensitive that she cried when the teacher corrected

her.

several : (adj.) - more than two, but not many (URIU  7)

Ex.-->

1. They played baseball for several hours.

2. I ate several cookies.

sincere : (adj.) - real; genuine (9%%e)

Ex.-->

1. She made a sincere effort to improve.

2. He was a sincere friend.

skill : (v) - h pt e ower or ability to do something (M”nwsnwzhw~)

Ex.->

1. Skill comes from practice, study, or experience.

2. My mother works with children who have poor reading skills.

source : (n) - a person, place, or thing that provides something or from

which something comes (un&zu)

Ex.-->
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1. This region is an important source of coal.

2. Farms are the source of most of our food.

space : (n) - a period of time (mma1)

Ex.-->

A space of three years is not enough to recover the economic

stability.

sporadic : (adj.) - occurring at regular intervals; occurring in single

cases (m4 7 f&i, d’ld5~‘u~  7)

Ex.-->

Mark is often sporadic for an artist.

strong : (adj.) - firm (&.m, ~~%wH)

Ex.-.

1. The house has strong walls.

2. She is strong in her beliefs.

success : (n) - a result that has been hoped for (fladx%)

Ex.-.

1. He met great success in his work.

2. The party was a big success.

successful : (adj.) - having success (e1xauera&e)

Ex:->
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1. The writer’s book was successful and sold many copies.

2. My aunt is a successful lawyer.

such : (adj.) - of the same kind as; similar to (I&$

Ex.-->

1. A painting such as this is very expensive.

2. Mother bought tomatoes, lettuce, and other such vegetables for

a salad.

summon : (v) - request to come, arouse; to stir up (5xKwxw.w~~)

Ex.-->

1. She summoned up her courage and dove off the high diving

board.

2. He was summoned to appear in court.

survive : (v) - remain alive despite something (sam2%1)

Ex.->

1. A few people survived the flood.

2. Few of the old customs survived the war.

tend : (v) - to lead to or be directed to (baw&s,  ~%ZEJLI)

Ex.-->

1. Unclean living conditions tend to produce disease.

2. The road tends to the left just ahead.
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tendency : (n) - a natural or usual learning or in or inclination

(f=J,a?NbilU6~W~,  i%k=hEN)

Ex.--.

1. My brother has a tendency to get angry if he is criticized.

2. She is a tendency to talk too much.

therein : (adv.) - in or into that place (%hh,  %uL&)

Ex.--.

1. He was willed the house and all the furniture therein.

2. He answered her letter, and therein he made his mistake.

totally : (adv.) - completely, entirely (~x.&~NuR)

Ex .-->

1. It was totally dark by the time we got home.

2. One of my students is totally blind.

turmoil : (n) - confusion; agitation (b-Wta$wm)

Ex.--.

1..  The country will confront the great turmoil of dismissal.

2. Many bank employees were in turmoil because of the bank

collapse.

unfortunate : (adj.) - I kun UC y, unsuccessful (bm5w,  b.h.h-i=f~wa~16~~)

Ex-->

1. The lady is a very unfortunate person. She lost her new watch.

2. An unfortunate remark made us greatly disappointed.
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1. Her brother’s criticism of the way she dressed made her angry.

2. Jack was very pleased with the teacher’s criticism of his

composition.

definition: (n) - an explanation of the meaning of a work or group of

words (Rx%‘cw,~w)

Ex.--.

1. A definition for the word family is “a father,” “mother,” and

“their children”.

2. Dictionary for children has many definitions in it.

depress: (v)  - to make sad or gloomy (‘6ahihx~,  ti~7%&hi&sdera~6~  )

Ex.-->

1. The sad story depressed me, so I felt unhappy about things

after reading it.

2. The death of their dog depressed the whole family.

describe: (v) - to give a picture of something in words; tell or write

about (ai%er)

Ex.-->

1. Can you describe the man you saw at the window?

2. He described his sister to me.

devotion: (n) - a strong affection; loyalty; faithfulness great love

(ithl~m$

- devoting or being devoted (a’~,  @%%?a?)
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‘I. He felt great devotion to his parents.

2. Father’s devotion to his family is one reason why he stays at

home every evening.

emotional: (adj.) - having to do with the emotion or feelings a person

has; easily moved by emotion (n~~$%m%~,  bnss,  %I,

pGwa97w,  2%Ghw,  aw?w  )

EL-->

1.  Emotional problems kept him from doing as good a job as he

usually does.

2. My aunt is an emotional person who always cries during sad

movies.

esteem: (n) - high respect and admiration,

(v) - value greatly, consider highly, to think highly of

(WalaJiiWaJ,  $vm&iGa)

Ex.-->

1. Everyone in town had great esteem for the judge’s honesty.

2. The captain’s men esteemed him for his bravery.

evolve: (v) L to develop or grow gradually (?Xbwvm, PLU%JL~~,

FbW6hiilW2d)

Ex.--.

1. Elephants evolved from huge animals called mammoths that

lived during the time that dinosaurs were alive.



2. Their plan evolved by trial and error.

flatter: (v) - to praise too much or insincerely (anus, E~WW~/WLW,

w”&@%e)

Ex.-->

1.  He flattered her by saying that she was the most beautiful girl

in the world.

2. Sometimes grandfather flatters me.

friendship: (n) - rhe  warm feeling between friends (z%smw,  KIWL~U

iki)

Ex.-->

1. The two boys’ friendship started when they used to play

baseball together.

2. Bob and John are friends. Their friendship started when they

were in kindergarten.

genuine: (adj.) - true (uk%)

- honest (&&I$

- sincere (9%%9)

Ex.-->

1. Bob’s friendship is genuine.

2. She made a genuine effort to help us.

honest, honesty: (adj., n) - telling the truth, not cheating truthfulness

($a~~~ qo%)
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Ex.-->

1. Lincoln was an honest man.

2. He answered all the questions with honesty.

hostile: (adj.) - feeling and showing hatred or dislike; not friendly
(6h%l@d,  6fla’iWlk  )

Ex.-->

1. After their fight, the boys wouldn’t talk to each other for a

week, and just gave each other hostile looks.

2. The student was hostile to the teacher.

hurt: (v) - to cause pain or injury (~~~&IwIL&,  &Jam) ’

(n) - pain or injury

Ex.--.

1. She hurt his feelings when she laughed at him.

2. Betty had hurt her knee where she scrapped it.

3. It was a severe hurt to her pride.

jealous: (adj.) - having envy of a person, or what a person has or can

d o  (a”om,  %UT,  ‘l~~susw”ld%n~idn-g?wubas)

Ex.-->

She was jealous of his friend’s ability to play football so well.

jealousy: (n) - envy; a jealous feeling (a”oai,  %,u?)

Ex.--.

There is often jealousy between brothers and sisters.
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judgment: (n) - the ability to decide or judge wisely; good sense

(fmfkxq fm&du,  nlsajna?u68~o~7i?ss~~~~~)

Ex.--.

1. In my judgment, Michael is very good at drawing and

painting.

2. My brother has good judgment in handling money matters.

leave : (v) - to go from one place to another place; go away (BD~N~u~I~,

amam, mn)

Ex.--.

1. She has to leave and go home.

2. The plane leaves at six o’clock.

mutual : (adj.) - done or felt together; shared (&J~JDG&,  &sn’pdua:6’u,

i?Ufk)

Ex.-->

1. The two men had a mutual dislike for each other.

2. Your friendship should be founded on a mutual respect.

opinion : (n) - a belief that based on what a person thinks rather than

on what is proved or known to be true (~a~~~n~~u)

Ex.--.

1. 11  is my opinion that he will win the race.

2. What is your opinion of that movie?
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pleasure : (n) - a feeling of delight and happiness (na~wa%o,

Fl,a?alaw~m6w~u,  m1uih.G)

Ex.-->

1. The circus clowns gave pleasure to the children in the

audience.

2. It is a pleasure to see you again.

possession : (n) - the owning of something (na~~i!l~r&sre~,  SW%)

Ex.--.

1. The family lost all their possessions in the fire.

2. The two men thought for possession of the gold.

progress : (n) - development; betterment; forward movement

(tillw'wm'all.l, I-hwlJl, G&.q

Ex:-->

1. The progress of the students in their reading ability is

remarkable.

(v) - proceed; move forward (tixSudakl,  I&%)

2. The building of the new house progressed rapidly.

range : (n, v) - the limit or reach of something; the greatest distance to

which anything, such as sound, a moving object, ect.

(WMan,  iEwe)

Ext-->

1. Everyone within range of his voice heard the remark and

laughed.
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2. The children ranged in age from three to ten years old.

relationship : (n) - the stale of being related; connection (m~u&~a~i!as,

fWJGkJWD9)

Ex.--.

1. We have great relationship between the number of times the

actors rehearsed the play and how well they performed it.

2. We would often put our own pleasures aside for the

relationship.

respect : (n) - regard; admiration and honor (@JE%%?EI,  .&UIN,  %oE@,

6i&U%~)

Ex.-->

1. We have great respect for your opinion.

: (v) - to have and show honor or consideration for

2. We respect his honest; she respected my privacy and didn’t

bother me while I was working.

rough: (adj.) - hard or unpleasant (FI%x%LI?~,  aa+t78a1&)

Exr->

1. She had a rough day at work because her assistant was sick.

2. Grandmother had a rough life when he was a boy.

secret : (n) - something secret; a hidden reason or cause (KJ?JJ~XI,  n75

tiau6%,  nmfn%)

Ex.-->
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1. He told her a secret.

2. Hard work is the secret of her success.

: (adj.) - known only to oneself or a few hidden.

3. The private buried his treasure in a secret place.

4. He kept some money in a secret place.

seek : (v) - to try to find; go to search of; ask for (n’un-r?,  &WI,  88,
lhfl75)

Ex.-->

1. The police were seeking a stolen car.

2. Every candidate in the election will seek to win.

shake : (v) - to tremble or cause to tremble; to weaken; to upset (uI.&,
ih,  ti771~wa~6nQ~u,  nsuuc)afn5ly77u)

Ex.-->

1. The terrible news has shaken us all.

2. The icy wind made him shake with cold.

sincere : (adj.) - hs owing good faith; real (e%le)

Ex.--.

1. He was a sincere friend.

2. She made a sincere effort to improve.

special : (adj.) - different from others in a certain way; not ordinary;

Ex.-->
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1. Jack has a special interest in hockey.

2. My birthday is a special day to me.

success : (n) - a result that has been hoped for; doing well (nax&6%,

i&J6&l~)

Ex.-->

1. The young man had much success as a writer.

2. He met with great success in his work.

support : (v) - to hold up; to provide for (%I,  wqs,  dJ?U,  i61t1yu,  ~~~;i~)

Ex.--.

1. These book shelves can support heavy books.

2. Jane’s mother supports her family by working in a bank.

sympathetic : (adj.) - feeling or showing kindness and pity toward

others (-$%xw”uondu~~,  mm-f~u)

Ex.-->

1. A sympathetic person shares and understands the sorrow or

trouble of others.

2. A sympathetic neighbor brought flowers to the sick woman.

sympathy : (n) - the ability to share and understand the sorrow or

trouble of others (~ax.m%.mn~&%~,  KJJUWJ~T)

Ex.-->

1. Jim had sympathy for the hurt dog.
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2. Everyone left sympathy for the people who had lost their

homes in the flood.

threaten : (v) - to say what will be done; to hurt or punish; make a

threat of or against (S;U$  ‘KhY;,  fi?bf’n&)

E X.-->

1. The robber threatened the bank teller’s life if she didn’t hand

over the money he wanted.

2. The shop owner threatened to call the police if the man didn’t

leave his store.

treat : (v) - handle, regard, or act toward in a certain way (AjjG’G,  3;

d&i%,  rGii,  LL&z-iJ)

Ex.-->

1. He treated the old man with respect.

: (n) - something that is a special pleasure (&islm  7 i%‘Gn)

2. Going to the circus was a treat for all of us.

true : (adj.) - agreeing with the  facts; not false, wrong, or made up

(bbVh%,  &.flfl2lrl~k)

Ex.-->

1. The movie was based on a true story.

2. Everything he said was true; he didn’t lie.
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trust : (v) - to believe or have confidence in (&ZD,  %N%o)

Ex.-->

1. We should not have trusted the weather report.

2. I trust her to keep a secret.

Ex.-->

1. May taught her children to tell the truth.

2. It would not be telling the truth to say that the children are

perfect.
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ASSIGNMENT 15

Directions : Write a complete analysis argumentative composition from

this given topic. “What Makes a Person Popular”

outline either the jotted or the
sentence before starting to write
your unified composition. Your

composition must consist of not less
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The Jotted Outline

What Makes a Person Popular

1. Thesis

If you look at the characteristics of a popular person, you ‘II see that such

a person is sociable, successful, and possesses leadership qualities.

II. Soda  ble

- not reclusive

- cultivate many relationships

- magnetic personalities

- likes to be with others

- likes parties

- likes to make others laugh

- positive and enthusiastic

- “as you sow, so shall you reap” meaning, here, that you get, what you

give

III. Successful

- success in many areas of life

- strong personalities

- “winners” not “losers”. People like to identify with a winner
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- people sometimes act, and dress as if successful to became or stay

popular

- confident, and secure

- not afraid to be individualistic

- personality exudes confidence and security

- people are drawn into this atmosphere

IV. Possess leadership qualities

- popular people possess leadership qualities

- interesting, and have ideas and opinions on many subjects

- not shy

- doers not talkers

- show initiative and organizational abilities

- dynamic (take chances)

- can make decisions

- independent, (don’t drain others)

- decisive but also flexible

- models for others to initiate (people took up to strong characters)

V. Conclusion

Most popular people fend to be sociable, successful, and possess

leadership qualities.
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What Makes a Person Popular

Do you remember your school days? If you think about them,

you’ll probably remember a few special people who always had many

friends and never had to spend a lonely evening at home. These people

were popular. But actually, deep inside, most people like to be liked by,

and popular with, their fellow men, even if they won’t admit it. What

makes a person popular? If you look at the characteristics of a popular

person, you ‘II see that such a person is sociable, successful, and

possesses leadership qualities.

Popular people are usually very sociable. They have the opposite

of reclusive personalities and tend to cultivate many relationships with

many people. Sometimes it is said that certain people have magnetic

personalities. This means that there is something about these people that

seems to draw others to them. Sociable people are those who like

others. A popular person often moves in many circles, and is accepted

by many people. He goes on many outings and prefers to spend his

evenings at parties, clubs, or with friends, rather than staying at home

and reading a book or watching TV. He often has a good sense of

humour  and delights in bringing out smiles or making his friends laugh.

No one wants to be around a negative, depressed, sad person. You must

be positive, fun, happy, and enthusiastic if you want others to respond to

you in a positive, receptive, and friendly manner.“If you would be

loved, then love. ” is a simple formula for being popular and well-liked.



If you like others, they will like you. If you want a friend, then you

should simply be a friend. If you want to be listened to, then be a

listener. If you want attention, give attention. Popular people are

sociable; they allow many people into their energy sphere, and in turn

are welcomed into the spheres of many other people.

Most popular people are successful in several areas: in work, in

business, in human relationships, and in sports or other outside

activities. Successful people often have strong personalities. They are

“winners.” It’s true that everyone likes a winner. No one wants to be

around a loser. So someone who has succeeded in his life in one or even

several areas is somebody with whom a less successful person can

identify. Maybe some of the winner’s ability for success and

achievement will “rub off” on him. Even if, in reality, a person is not

as successful as he would like to be, he may still act as if he were and

dress as if he were in order to become or stay popular. Showing success

in dress does not necessarily imply keeping up with the latest fashion.

Successful persons feel confident and secure and often these’ feelings

allow them to let their individuality flow. They are not afraid to act and

look a little different from the average person. But even if success isn’t

noticeable on the exterior, it can be perceived in the personality.

Successful people exude an air of confidence and security. Somehow,

people are drawn into this atmosphere.
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It is only popular people who are elected by others to be their

representatives, whether as a class president in high school, or the

president of a country. Popular people usually possess many leadership

qualities. They are interesting to listen to and always have ideas and

opinions on many subjects. They aren’t afraid to say what they feel and

what they think, and are willing to put their ideas into practice. They

are doers and not just talkers. They show initiative and organizational

abilities. They know how to bring people together. Often these are

people who have dynamic strong characters and will often take risks and

chances in work and personal life. They can make decisions and are

independent. Independent people don’t become a drain on others,

financially or emotionally. In fact, they are a source of energy for those

around them. An ideal leader has integrated strong decisive qualities in

his nature with those of flexibility and consideration. Such people

became popular because they serve as models for others to initiate. Most

people need to look up to someone whose nature appears stronger and

more secure than theirs. These leadership qualities contribute to a

person’s popularity.

You may wonder what makes people popular. What are often

used in English that describe such people as having charismatic or

magnetic personalities. They are called charming, fascinating, attractive,

fun, inspiring, or exceptional. But most popular people tend to be

sociable and successful, and possesses leadership qualities.
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VOCABULARY REVIEW & SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION

What Makes a Person Popular

ability : (n) - power or skill to do something (W~JU~JZIJZJ)

E x .  -->

1. Man is the only animal that has the ability to speak.

2. Ruth has great ability as a singer.

accept : (v) - to agree to; to believe to be true (SW%)

E x .  -->

1. A popular person often moves in many circles, and is accepted

by many people.

2. His mother accepted his reason for being late.

achievement : (II) - something accomplished or achieved (to succeed);

something gained by effort (KJJX%Bp’l~tia)

Ex.-->

1. The invention of the telephone was a great achievement.

2. The inventor was rewarded by the Government for his

scientific achievement.
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activity : (n) - a thing to do or to be done (n’snssu)

Ex. -->

1. Outdoor activities are things done outside

2. Classroom actjvities  are things done by pupils in the

classroom.

actually : (adv.) - in fact; really (u&%)

Ex. -->

1. He said that he stayed home because he was sick, but actually

he wanted to watch the baseball game on television.

2. He looks honest, but actually he’s a rogue.

admit : (v) - accept, confess, as true or valid (soa&)

Ex. -->

1. You must admit the task to be difficult.

2. He admitted having done wrong.

afraid : (adj.) - feeling fear; frightened (n6”)

Ex.-->

1. Are you afraid of snakes?

2. He is afraid to fly in Bn  airplane.

around : (adv.) - on every side; in every direction; here and there

(bm~5ou  “I)

Ex. -->

1. I’ll be around if you should want me.
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2. From all around we heard the laughter of children.

atmosphere : (n) - the mood or influence that surrounds a place

(trmmwf)

Ex.-->

1. Our house has a happy atmosphere at holiday time.

2. There is an atmosphere of peace and calm in the country quite

different from the atmosphere of a big city.

attention : (n) - kind or polite acts (mlb%ti)

Ex. ---,

1. A pretty girl usually receives more attentions than a plain girl,

finds men more willing to do things for her.

2. The host’s many attentions made every guest at the party feel

welcome.

attractive : (adj.) - having a pleasing quality that attracts (to draw or

pull) people; charming (@,PI)%~)

Ex.-->

1. Mary is a very attractive girl.

2. Goods offered at attraction prices.

bring out : (idiom) - reveal (mm%“)

Ex.-->

1. He often has a good sense of humour and delights in bringing

out smiles or making his friends laugh.
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1. A person who is enthusiastic is very excited, interested, and

eager about something.

2. We were all enthusiastic about going on a picnic.

exceptional : (adj.) - not ordinary; unusual; extraordinary (uow~~~ti,
Iihii6FlEf)

Ex.--.

1. Doris is an exceptional piano player.

2. Weather that is exceptional for June.

exterior : (n) - the outer part; outward look or manner (yn%~n~~uan)

Ex.--,

1. Although he has a calm exterior, Jack often feels nervous.

2. A gentleman with a rough exterior is not easily respected.

fascinating : (adj.) - having strong charm or attraction (~~L&HT)

Exe--.

What a fascinating smile!

fashion : (n) - the new custom or style in dress or behavior (aa%aa~)

Ex.-->

1. He always bought the latest fashion in men’s clothing.

2. Fashions for men’s clothes change less frequently than

fashions for women’s clothes.
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feeling : (II) - an emotion; the tender or sensitive part of a person’s

nature; a way of thinking; opinion; belief (na?u$%,  %%)

Ex-->

1. Joy, fear, and anger are feelings.

2. She hurt his feelings when she didn’t even say hello to him.

financially : (adv.)

financial : (adj.) - having to do with money matters (hmkm~~t4u)

Ex.-->

1. Banks, stock exchanges, and insurance companies handle

financial dealings.

2. Newspapers often have a financial section.

flexible : (adj.) - easily changed by new ideas and conditions (of

person); adaptable (dm~$)

Ex.-->

1. An ideal leader has integrated strong decisive qualities in his

nature with these of flexibility and consideration.

2. A flexible form of government is considered practical.

formula : (n) - a set method of doing something ($I>)

Ex.-->

1. There is no real formula for making friends.

2. He could give no easy formula for success.
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friendly : (adj.) - like a friend; showing friendship; not angry or

fighting (bihfik6m,  ikwmv)

Ex.-->

1. Those two countries are on friendly terms with each other.

2. The teacher was always ready to give her students friendly

advice whenever they needed it.

humour  : (n) - the funny part of something; the ability to make people

laugh and to enjoy funny things (DTW&&)

Ex.-->

1. Humour  is what makes a person laugh.

2. John has a good sense of humour.

identify: (v) - to show or prove that a person or thing is who or what

you say it is (5%)

Ex.--.

1. Mrs. Jones identified the robber by the scar on his face.

2. Could you identify your umbrella among a hundred others?

independent : (adj.) - free from the control or rule of another or others;

separate (b%.f%~z)

Ex.--.

1. Jane moved out of town because she wanted to be

independent of her family.

2. He does what he wants, independent of anyone’s wishes.
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individuality : (n) - a quality that makes one person or thing different

from others (6nwwi3,  6afGfywmi)

Ex.-->

He expresses his individuality in the way he dresses.

imitate : (v) - to try to act or behave like another person does; copy

(6&U66UU)

Ex.-->

1. Joan imitates her older sister by dressing like her.

2. You should imitate the virtues of great and good men.

initiative : (n) - the first step in doing or beginning something; the

ability or willingness to take a first step in doing or

learning something (na?u~w~6~a~)

Ex.--.

1. Jean took the initiative at the party by introducing herself to

the people she didn’t know. /
:

2. The lazy boy did not have much initiative.

inspire : (v) - to stir the mind, feelings, or imagination of; to cause a

person to have a particular thought or feeling

(na%9,  %&h&h)

Ex.-->

1. The senator’s speech inspired the audience.

2. His success in school inspired him with hope for the future.
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remember : (v) - to bring back or recall to the mind (61x$

Ex.-->

1. Do you remember your school days?

2. Do you remember where you left your jacket?

representative : (n) - pa erson who is chosen to speak or act for others

(m”a66W.J)

Ex.-->

1. The members of Congress are our elected representatives in

the federal government.

2. The company had sales representatives in all the large cities in

our state.

respond : (v) - act in answer to, or because of, the action of another

(msulm’)

Ex.--.

1. When Jack insulted Jill, she responded with a kick.

2. You must be positive, fun, happy, and enthusiastic if you want

others to respond to you in a friendly manner.

secure : (adj.) - certain; guaranreed (a&+9)

Ex.-->

1. Our victory is secure.

2. He has a secure position in the Civil Service.
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Exposure to the sun means that you must work outdoors. The rich can

stay inside. In the west, to have dark skin shows that you are rich

enough, to get out of the cold for a while!

Most westerners traveling in Asia are tourists, and not living a

regular working life. Of course their dress is more casual than when at

home. But even in the West, their dress is more casual and open than

that of an Asian. Three reasons for this difference in attitude are the

climate, the less crowded living situation, and the social values.
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VOCABULARY REVIEW & SENTENCE CONSTRUCTION

___....__.  -,..-- .--._. _ _ .,_--  -__-----_...
~~Why Are Weshkhers  Less Modest in Their Dress. _.... -..--_-.---._-._--.--~------ ?]

arrive : (v) - to come to a place (ux%)

Ex.--.

1. We will arrive in Florida at midnight.

2. I arrived at school on time.

associate : (v) - to connecf in one’s mind; fo join as a friend or partner

(GfATmliT”UW’Us:  fwN78al7~a.l)

Ex.-->

1. I always associate ice cream and cake with birthday parties.-1

2. My brother associates mostly with boys who like sports as

much as he does.

attention : (n) - careful watching or listening; notice or consideration

(wmJaulo,  En909d,  ms~~lsfl6l)

Ex.-->

1. Pollution of our rivers and lakes calls for immediate attention.

2. He called my attention to the airplane flying high above us.

attitude : (n) - a way of thinking, acting, or feeling toward someone or

something; position of the body in relation to a person

or thing (Su~vi~n~~,  DJnq  nmwii~)

Ex.-->



1. He took a sympathetic attitude toward my problems.

2. The madman assumed a threatening attitude.

av@able  : (adj.) - obtainable; ready for use or service; that can be

gotten, had, or used (m‘d$  HN’W,  ~tiGik:w”~~~)

Ex.-->

1. This shirt is available in several different colors.

2. Use every available remedy to save the child.

average : (n) - the number produced by adding two or more quantities

and then dividing by the number of yuantities  added; the

usual amount or kind (5~0uas&1~

Ex:-->

1. This year’s rainfall came close to the average.

2. The average of 2,4,6  and 8 is 5.

bask : (v) - lo lie in and enjoy a pleasanr  warmth (DXIMI@I),  %I%;)

Ex.--.

1. The children basked in the sun on the beach.

2. The boys basked in front of the campfire.

beach : (n) - the land along the edge of an ocean (NIKKEI)

Ex.-->

1. A beach is covered with sand or pebbles.

2. We hunted for different kinds of shells along the beach.
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behaviour : (n) - a way of behaving or acting; manners (good or bad)

(nmJds:w9Ei,  w9i%m&J)

Ex.--.

1. The children’s behaviour was good.

2. The science class studied the behaviour of the grasshopper.

casual : (adj.) - done or happening without serious thought or planning
(b.s7p%-l6n”wdr6tiw~w,  Lw&1Gq)

Ex:-->

1. Our neighbours sometimes make a casual visit to our house

without calling up beforehand.

2. It was not a business appointment, just a casual meeting with a

friend.

ceitain : (adj.) - sure; positive (uw%,  Ii~tuuw’wow)

Ex.--.

1. I am certain that my answer is correct because I checked it.

2. Spring is certain to follow winter.

chance : (n) - a good or favorable opportunity (Tan?&  WWMN)

Ex.--.

1. The prisoner saw the chance to escape.

2. She has a chance to visit Europe this summer.
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free : (adj.) - having one’s liberty; not under another’s control; not

troubled by something (&XODV)

Ex.-->

1. America became a free country in 17 7 6 when it fought off

English rule.

2. My aunt lives a life that is free from care or worry.

3. Supposedly “free” sex, in the West, is a reaction to super

conservative attitudes about love.

get out of : (idiom) - avoid; escape (from) - (H%X&I:US,  snm&~)

Ex.-->

1. I wish I could get out of (point to) that wedding.

2. You can’t get out of your responsibility when you’re assigned

officially.

3. It is difficult to get out of dangerous situations, once we are in

them.

grass : (n) - any of a large number of plants that have narrow leaves

called blades (~$7)

Ex.-->

1. Grasses grow in lawns, fields, pastures.

2. Horses, cows, and sheep eat grass.

great : (adj.) - very large in size, number, or amount (%HQ$J,  %JJ~,

~JW~WJJ~~)

Ex.-->
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1. A great crowd gathered to welcome the astronauts to the city.

2. Eight million people live in the great city.

greatly : (adv.) - very much; highly (aim%nt@aas,  afhtbm~)

Ex.-->

1. We greatly appreciated the beautiful gift you give us.

2. Many television commercials are greatly exaggerated.

illogical : (adj.) - without logic (dmmmqwa)

Ex:-->

“Why wear shoes and socks and long pants if the temperature

doesn’t require it?” they wonder, for them, the behavior of an

Asian is very illogical.

importance : (n) - the state of being important (having great value or

meaning) (PLxfh~@)

Ex.-->

1. Rain is of great importance to farmers since crops can’t grow

without water.

2. The president is a man of importance.

individual : (n) - without logic (yGn, mwxyma)

Ex.-->

1. He is a strange individual.

2. She is a happy individual.
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immodest : (adj.) - lacking in modesty; indecent or indelicate

(laia9u6aiuar.  b.l%l,,Tau)

Ex.--.

1. Asians often think that Westerners, particularly women, are i

very immodest in their dress.

2. That singers dress is an immodest dress.

inside : (adv. of place) - on, in or forward the inside; within; indoors

(2hlu,  Lluh, J-IlflIU)

Ex-->

1. She opened the door of the house and stepped inside.

2. The children played inside because of the rain.

intense : (adj.) - high in degree (oei~uq  ussn&)

Ex.-->

1. The intense heat exhausted him.

2. The heat from the iron was so intense that it burned a hole in

the cloth.

3. People are thought to be intense because they are difficult to

understand.

lack : (n) - the needing of something; something needed (nalualounaw)

Ex.-->

1. The lack of rain caused the farmer’s crop to fail.

2. The farmers worried about the lack of rain.
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2. Many Asian people misunderstand and misinterpret the

westerner’s.

3. It is very easy to misinterpret when one is unaware of all the

fact’s behavior.

moral : (adj.) - good and honest in behavior and character (u”&xissaGi)

- having to do with what is right and wrong

(~a79J~3n~J'nue~iu)

Ex.-->

1. He is a moral man.

2. Whether or not to report that his friend had cheated was a

mora/  question he had to answer for himself.

3. The moral behavior rises from right behavior and right

understanding.

neck : (II)  - p’drT  of the body that connects the head and the shoulders

(f-J)

Ex.-->

40-50%  of the year, they must cover even the neck, hands, and

head because of the intense cold.

occur : (v) - to take place; happen; to be found; appear (tfin&,  i&U,

Ex.-->

1. The fire occurred in the middle of the night.

2. The accident occurred on Friday.
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remains still very beautiful and pure. Many of her original features such

as *mountains still stand and present a majestic, untamed imaged to the

viewer.

Nature and women seem to be the same thing for reasons such as

childbearing and personal maintenance. Certain feminine characteristics

such as these may be the reasons why men have called Nature

“Mother. ”
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VOCABULARY REVIEW & STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION

Why Is Nature Like a Woman ?

abandon : (v) - to discard; throw away (&-&i’,)

Ex:-->

1. Many a lover abandoned for an other.

2. If he ever abandons you. then come to me.

3. We found the suspects’ car, obviously abandoned, at the

intersection.

adult : (n) - a full-grown person or animal c$gawG)

Ex..-

1. Adults are alert and responsible.

2. Nature prepares her children to be capable adults.

3. Thai family and society fail to teach children how to be adults.

bear : (v) - to IOp’ duce; to deliver; ro  tolerate (~MJFI,,  ‘&IS,  BOYJIJ)

Ex.-->

1. To bear fruit requires at least one month.

2. Bearing a child is a woman’s joy...and suffering.

3. I found his insults hard to bear.
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conceive : (v) - think (of, about); preduce (children) (&%! %v%~6ih)

Ex.--

1. Who would have conceived that Dr. Henry Jeckle  was Edward

Hyde.

2. He conceived of the plan himself.

3. The company was conceived of by five persons.

encroach : (v) - invade (yy,  e-Gm)

Ex.-->

1. Land developers frequently encroach into public parks.

2. Frequent encroachment by grazing animals causes deserts.

3. The sea is gradually encroaching on the land.

features : (n) - details; characteristics; qualities (Gnmq  ~MwG?)

Ex-->

1. A woman’s physical features attract more than her mind.

2. Lakes and mountains are Nature’s most attractive features.

3. A man’s most attractive feature, nowadays, is income.

feminine (female) : (adj.) - of a woman or the female sex (wN&&)

Ex.-->

1. Softness, gentleness and care are feminine characteristics.

2. One female characteristic men should keep is “caring.”
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3. Worrying about her children is a feminine characteristics in

mothers; desire to have children is a characteristic of women

generally.

maintenance : (n) - maintaining or being maintained (nmhq~%w~)

Ex.-->

1. “Car Maintenance” is offered in this semester.

2. John has to pay maintenance to his ex-wife. (= alimony)

3. Maintenance for the beach house is very high.

majesty: (n) - monarch; royalty; impressive dignity (n&fd wmdii~)

Ex.--.

1. Nature’s majesty exceeds that of humans.

2. The majesty of Natures can be seen in her mountains.

3. Their majesties will celebrate their sixteenth anniversary in

Australia.

nurture : (v) - feed and raise (G%I@

Ex.--

1. All mothers require to nurture their children.

2. Mammals nurture by feeding milk.

3. Birds nurture their young by feeding by mouth.

origin : (n) -source; beginning &JJ,  lswth,  66Sn&JsJi

original : (adj.)
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Ex.--

1. Woman and nature both have original beauty.

2. An original painting is very expensive.

3. The origin of Western man was Western Europe.

tame : (v) - make tame or manageable (W”~~F?&I~~$

(ad;.)  - not wild or fierce (&@%I)

Ex.-->

1. Nature makes men think of untamed forests and jungles.

2. In truth, “wild” animals are tame since birth.

3. “Taming” a young woman requires patience.

unimaginable : (adj.) -unthinkable, inconceivable (a?~tiiTfl~  I%&%Y)

Ex.--

1. Hyde’s crimes were unimaginable.

2. That life could have existed on Mars is still unimaginable.

3. I desire a woman of unimaginable beauty.



UNIT III

COMPARISION & CONTRAST
ARGUMENTATIVE

COMPOSITION WRITING


